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Make Ca1nping A Power Trip. 
Take a lightweight, portable Honda Generator on 
your next outdoor sporting trip and you' II have power 
for just about anything. Uke a coffee maker, electric 
lights, TV or even a grill for all the fish you'll reel in. 
The EU Senes features generators that are easy to 
start, produce fewer emissions and are remarkably 
quiet. Plus, they're covered by our 3-YearWarranty: 
They're the catch of the day. And that's no fish story. 
HOND.A 
GENERATORS 
gen.honda.com 
EU1000i EU2000i EU3000is llllndi EU3000i 
uper Qwl'l t>n(•s $799.00 .. . uper Quu>t Sene.s sggg.ooH llfWr Q wN ' en(•\ Sf,999.ooH Super QuiPl Sl•riPS s2,299.00 .. IJ facebook.com/HondaGenerators 
Your Authorize d Honda Powe r Equipme nt Deale r 
• 1950 Hwy 13750, Albia, 641 -932-7142 I 601 S. 8Th Street, Clarinda, 712-542-2106 
I 710 E. Taylor, Creston, 641 -782-7032 • 1306 S.Jefferson Way, Indianola, 515-962-1234 
• 41 2 W. Van Buren, lenox, 641 -333-2288 • 802 E. 1St Street, leon, 641 -446-4512 
• 1706 N.John Wayne Drive, Winterset, 515-462-3115 
I 507 South Ankeny Blvd., Ankeny, 515-964-061 1 I 502 Hwy 117 North, Colfax, 515-674-3565 
• 301 S.Jefferson Way, Indianola, 515-961-6288 I 1872 330Th St reet, Madrid, 515-795-3400 
I 1316 6Th St reet, Nevada, 515-382-2222 • 22728 141St Drive, Perry, 515-465-5681 
I 455 W. Broad Street, Story City, 515-733-4921 
·warranty applies to all Honda GX Senes Engtnes and GX Senes-powered Honda Power Equ1pment, 1 OOcc or larger. purchased or put 1nto rental serv1ce smce January 1. 2009 Excepbons apply See full warranty 
detailS at honda.com Does not apply to EU1 000 models ... M1n1mum Advertised Pnce. Please read the owner's manual before operabng your Honda Power Equ1pment and never use 1n a closed or partly endosed area 
where you could be exposed to poiSOnous carbon monmode Connecbon of a generator to house power reqUires a transfer devtee to av01d possible inJury to power company personnel eonsun a qualified electncian 
©2013 Amencan Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
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STAFF SGT. 
CHAD D. 
NELSON is 
the state 
photographer 
with the State 
Public Affairs 
Office, Iowa 
National 
Guard, in 
Johnston. His 
assignments as a military photographer and 
photojournalist have taken him around the 
country and the world, but he most prefers 
shooting and writing stories in his home state 
of Iowa. 
BRIAN GIBBS, 
Clayton County 
naturalist, has 
been addicted 
to wild places 
ever since his 
father first took 
him trout fishing 
in Yellow River 
State Forest. 
His passion for 
teaching others 
about enjoying 
and conserving the beauty of this planet has led 
him to work in such scenic places as Glacier 
National Park. When not teaching, Gibbs is 
exploring the natural beauty hidden amongst 
the bluffs and valleys of northeast Iowa. 
DIANNE 
BLANKENSHIP 
retired from 
teaching, but she 
continues to be 
an educator-
about prairie and 
native plants. 
She coordinate 
the Loess Hills 
Prairie Seminar 
for orthwest 
AEA, and both 
Iowa Prairie Heritage \Veek for Iowa Prairie 
Network and Iowa Wildflower Week for Iowa 
Native Plant Society. If it has something to do 
with prairie, Blankenship just might bf' thf're ... 
dianne.b/ankenship@gmail.com 
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LARRY STONE 
liH·s in l·lkadet 
and spcrializes in 
nature and river 
image" I h spent 
2S years ciS outdoor 
\Hilt r for th(; /Jcs 
Mowes Rrgzstrr 
He's \\l'lllcn s< \l'ral 
books about lov .. a, 
"ttl h as ,, btography 
of \\ell-known naturali-;t ~\ lv,m 
Ru nkt:'l . ls tone@alpmecom.net 
TY SMEDES IS cl 
fu II tim(' \\ nter and 
photographer from 
Urbandale'. Pubh-;hc:-d 
in more than 25 
magaztnes. his work 
include'> 1mages of 
wildlife. \\lldflowcrs 
and scemrs. along 
with photography of 
lo\o,.a's cultural events 
and attractiOns I le 
teat hes photography 
classes and lead" 
photo tours to tht 
Ea..,tern ~ierras and Africa. His recent 
book. Thr Return of Jou•a's Bald Eagles, 
chronicles tht> raptor'-; mcreclible 
comt'back and 1s sold at 
iowan.com or 1-877-899-9977 ext 211 . 
JEN WILSON j.., a 
travel and features 
writer based in Des 
Moines I Ier v.ork 
app,•ars 111 Natumal 
Geograpluc TraL•rler. 
Frommrr's Budgrt 
Tra!'el, Mzdwest 
Lll'lng and Esqutre. 
Her hr"t book. 
Runmng Away to 
Home. is available 
onhne at www. 
jennifer-wilson.com. 
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stay and explore 
at the ~ o P 
You don't have to travel far to find one of 
USA To day·s "Great American Beaches .. 
With recreation. entertainment and lodging 
optio n s to suit every s tyle and budget-
Cle ar Lake is full of year-round family fun! 
~ 0'1 your stay ond download a free 
lear L ake app at ClearLake Iowa com 
c \r s. on trll <..Odt w1t11 your srnartpt")one 
800-285-5338 
O focebook com/CieorLokelowo VlsttCieorLoke 
Your Home Loan Specialists 
PRIMESOURCE 
MORTGAGE 
A PUBLI C LY TRADED COMPANY 
.,., 
• Purchases & Refinances 
• Zero Down Financing 
• 30-Year Fixed Rates 
• USDA Rural Housing 
• First Time Home Buyer Program 
--ro/v"""~~-
KESID 
1-35 SOUTH, EXIT 34 I OSCEOLA 
LAKESIDEHOTELCASINO.COM 
*.NoT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS 
L--~~_:_~-.;......;....~'---~~-~-------':...__~-"'- __ __. 
ALL events and actlvities are FREE 
(some require pre-registration) 
Hiking trails 1 Birding I Naturalist programs for children 
TLJr \/IC:::ITn.-.u· ""J:f\JTr::n I rl IJnJ:C:: 
-
THE Prairie Point Bookstore, Theater, Classrooms AND Exhibit Area 
Visitors can drive the MILE AUTO TOUI to see bison and elk! 
During the month of Aug us special exhibit of Ding Darling's cartoons. 
0- '"'c abe· L screening of the film-
America's Darling-The Story of jay N . .. Ding .. Darling 
Wildlife refuge open from dawn to dusk every day. 
Visitor!, Center open 9-4 Monday thru Saturday, 12-5 Sundays 
9981 Pacific Street ' Prairie City, lA 50228 
515-994-3400 www.fws.gov /refuge/Neal_Smith/ 
Geode Fest 
27 .. 29 Sept. 
defest.org 
geo UN' 
Join the F . 
----
IOWA 
a~~ for all 
Keokuk Geodes are the 
most beautiful and sought 
after of all geodes. The most 
productive and famous 
collecting area is within a 
35 mile radius of Keokuk. 
Contact us for a lis t of Geotle-IJunfing sites! 
KEOKU K AREA CONVENTION 
& TOURISM BUREAU 
www.KeokuklowaTouri m.org 
800.381.1219 
I 
Prairie blazing star (Liatns pycnostachya) makes for 
splendid viewing at Doolittle Prairie State Preserve 
north of Ames in Story County. The plant blooms 
well into August with other species in bloom 
until October's hard frost. You can experience 
the incredible and surprising wonders of plants. 
animals and insects found within prairie at dozens 
of statewide events during Prairie Heritage Week 
in September. (See page 10 for a list of family fun 
at prairies.) PHOTO BY TV SMEDES. 
Author and photographer Ty Smedes captures the 
stunning autumn brilliance at White Pine Hollow 
State Preserve in northwest Dubuque County. Here 
the rugged landscape with steep rock bluffs. cliffs, 
caves. steep-walled valleys and talus slopes make 
for adventurous ambles through technicolor trees. 
See page 30 for the feature story and photos. 
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T h~ hot -.ho\\'~r. til etc Jtlirlpeno .md u>ld bl.'l'l th.\1 f,lllo\\ l'J Ill\ IHkL to thl' -.ummtt of ( l'rr;, 
\lu-.un m Nic.lt.tgua j., .mwng tlw 
rno-.t llll'llhll,tbk me.11-. of Ill\ u1t11 l' 
hfc. I hough de' ,\-.t,\tmgly tul•d from 
htkmg up tnd 'kl'pmg Ill till' doud 
forL''t "L nl.ldl' tt had, to til\\ n till 
next da) \ \'t• d roppt•d out paL k' 
'lMklJ m till' .. hmHr and 'at Jm, n lot 
.1 grl'.tt me.tl. 
, o nuttl'r ho'' rntH:h tinh.' 
you .. putd out along th"• muthh b.mk' 
of th" \li''"''PJ1i. the return to etn 
ltz.ltton '' .1 '' ch.oml.' OllL \o 111 mv 
l'XpCrtl'llLl' m fa,tl't n Jm, .1. "hl'n) ou 
want to t.tk\.• ,1 .. howl'r, h,tvl.' a Loki bl'l't 
.md -.kcp ltkc a log, tt\ ttmc to hL·.\d 
to Cltnton and book .1 room 111 .1 
nc.lt h) hotl·l-. to rl''t up bdorc hl.'ading 
h o nh t rom \ ll u 1 .1 d \' e n t u r l' . 
C.trrt e Don.tire Dttt'dtn, Cl111t011 
IOI\ 11 < Vlll'llltiOII L \ · ' ((Its Bwca 1 
W\\J' .CIt n too !owalou r j:>m .com 
2781 \\tid Ro'c Cm.le U10ton 
(56 3) 243 5555 
'' '"''·dintooi,l hampton ton com 
Thl.' 11.\mptun ha-. a pool, hugl' cush\ 
do'' n comforter-.,,\ cll'.tn room gmu-
antel.'d .md -.upl.'r fnendly st.tfl. You 
L m gr.lb your bn:.1kta't mcludcd) on 
tht go if you are ru-.hmg out the dom 
23 52 v ,tllcr \\ c~ t Court , Clrotoo 
(56 3} 243-2900 
".tVter c1 few den·~ of mughing It, we 
wae stoked to Jwad ol'er to Stout :, 
}or a jew cold beer~! The ~taff 1~ 
ADVERTISEMENT 
River town offers bot 
showers and cold beer 
"CLINTON I A WARM AND WELCOMING COMMUNITY, RICH H\ HISTORY AND A TERRIFIC 
PLACE TO VISIT" "'CHERYL T. 
Th' t do 'th a r· er. 
view! 
friendly and ll't sm on:clt l't'r}' ltl't bttt• 
(lj the lmrgt'l basket.·- Ftml)' I from 
<.. ~hK 1go I I I htlv -.pcci.tb anJ pnml 
nb duu1er-. on h1da\ ,u1d ~atmda) 
k1tdh. n & b.lr opu1 darl) .It II am. 
\\i n 
7""'- Wild Ro.,e Dm e, ( hot on 
561 243 9000 or 
\\\\\\,\\ ddrO'>CrC<;Orl\.(0111 
" \\1/ule IVt' 1n'tt 111 the area, we popped 
mto tht• tiiSttHl tv ~ec what Wt could ~~e. 
\lots, /Jfttrkjack, the clmgmg of mcmey 
bt'lls, somethmxfor l'l'err<mc1 )u .. tm 
II. of .i\trnncapoh'>, Ml:'. 
J 
1776 Deer (reek Road in Clinton. 
(56 3) 5 19 9163 (\\ INI- } 
''" " ·" idcrivcn' ineq .com 
Add to' our adn•nturc b\ ''''t tng thl.' \\'ide 
Rivc1 W1ncry noth1ng is more relaxing 
alter .1 wn kc nd of the great outdoor-. th.tn 
a gl.1" of wtne wh ile takmg 111 the brl'ath -
taktng 'tl\\ ~ of the ,\ li '" s .. ippr Rivc1 . 
• Inn 
5 11 Rl\ervle,,· Dr. Clinton 
(563) 243-3200 
Ou tdoor seat111g when weathe r 
permits, 1ndoor '>eatr ng with a LOIY 
fireplace ,md p.moranuc rrvcr 'iL"., 
from the drntng area and bar Great 
rn~nu, open dati) at I I a m 
• I 
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TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
Scope Guard 
Powder resLdue from a blackpowder dfle can 
tarnLsh and pLt your scope. A simple home remedy 
will protect that expensive optlc. Cut a strip of 
plastlc from a mLlk jug, 1 Lnch longer than the length 
of the scope mounts and a 1 I 4-inch wider than the 
barrel at the breech. Carefully cut out each end 
to match the shape of the scope mount base and 
wedge in between. The shield will prevent smoke 
from fouling the bottom of the scope and help keep 
moisture out of the breech. 
Si pie Bee and 
as Deterren 
Some hummingbird feeders can attract wasps and bees, 
especially during drier, hot portions of mid-fall Many 
feeder designs have a long openi ng to the nectar that only 
hummers can reach, but on some models, bees and wasps 
gather to sip through the seam where the top and bottom 
feed er halves meet. If so, simply cover the seam with tape. 
ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
I I , 
Iowa Prairie Heritage Week sure to make you a tallgrass fanatic 
R come an mstant prazrie enthuswst by attendwg el'ents m honor of Iowa 
Prairie Heritage H't?ek m September Wztlz 
actil'lttes for all ages and interests, ktds and 
famtltes u til en;oy capturmg, taggmg and 
rrlcasmg monarch butterflzes or attendwg 
rcadmgs. talks, lllkes and seed gathenng 
H'tfh up to 80 percent of Iowa once 
covered m praine, today ;ust a tenth of one 
percent of original prairie exists, and many 
Iowans aren't well versed 011 the wonders of 
these areas. So grab some insect repel/ant, 
long pants, water and sturdy shoes and /tit 
the praine. 
Learn to tag and release monarch 
butterlli<'<> a~ part of a national research 
project and learn about their unusual 
life cycle and miraculous migration to 
\1exico. Kid.., love these events. Bring a 
butt(•rOy net if you have one, or c:;hare a 
park net if you don't. Long pants, hah, 
sun ... creen and water bottles advised. 
HITCHCOCK NATURE CENTER. 
Pottawatlamie County, 27792 
I 
~ki Hill Loop, Honey Creek. Sat., 
~cpt 7 at 9 30. 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. 
Rcfn~shments provided. Reservation 
requirPd. Pre-register by Sept. 5. Cost for 
pre-registered individuals· $6 per adult 
and $.) prr child ages 6-18. Children 5 
and under free. Cost the day of the evenl: 
SH per per">on, if space is available. Call 
712-328-5834 to register. 
FIFE'S GROVE PARK, Ringgold County, 
~at., Sept. 7, 10 a.m.-11 a.m. Free. 
Meet at the enclosed shelter at Fife's 
Grove Park one mile north of Mount 
Ayr. Scavenger hunt for kids. Camping. 
For more. contact Ringgold County 
(. ons{ nation 641-464-2787. 
JASPER COUNTY 
Join c1 guided hike to explore HARTLEY 
HERITAGE FEN, a 6-acre fen being restored. 
Fen~ arc fed primarily by groundwater 
and drainage, rather than rain. Alkaline 
water creates a system rich in nutrients 
with special flora. At least 42 species of 
grasses and forbs are here: turtlehead. 
<;wamp lou..,ewort, mad-dog skullcap and \ 
I 
numerou~ sedges, birds and butterflies. 
~at., ~ept. 7, 10 a.m.-noon. North 
59th Ave. Vv, Mingo. (Located nor th of 
Valaria.) Take 1-80 to exit 149. Go north 
on S-27 for 5.5 miles then turn east onto 
NE 110th Ave. Go 1 mile east to the 
stop ~ign. The fen is to the northeast. 
Contact Inger Lamb at 515-250-1693 
or ingerlamb3@mchsi.cam. 
I' 
POCAHONTAS COUNTY 
1 ake a self guided tour to see a 
12-year-old praine reconstructed on an 
old corn field Located 3.8 miles east 
of the Lauren"> Public Library. Contact 
landowrwr Jerry Depew depew@ 
nen.net Hi.., land b open Sept. 8-14, 
7 a m.-8.30 p.m. 16990 440th St., NEAR 
LAURENS. 
POLK COUNTY 
CHICHAQUA BOTTOMS GREENBELT -one of 
Iowa's largest natural area restoration 
projects. Prairie maze, monarch tagging, 
pond study, birding, wagon tours, 
gcocaching and canoe rides. Family- n v 
0 
~y 
f 
friendly and free. Check website calendar 
for details at polkcountyiowo.gov or 
call Patrice Petersen-Keys at 515-323-
5359. Held Sun., Sept. 8, 1 p.m-5 p.m. at 
Chichaqua Bottoms Greenbelt, 8700 NE 
126th Ave., Maxwell. 
Take a guided tour of reconstructed 
prairies at INDIAN CREEK NATURE CENTER. 
In the 1980s, the center began creating 
prairie for wildlife and environmental 
education. Learn about the process and 
enjoy the diversity of beautiful grasses, 
flowers and wildlife. Sun., Sept. 8, 2 
p.m.-4 p.m. at Indian Creek Nature 
Center, 6665 Otis Road SE, Cedar Rapids. 
Learn more at 319-362-0664 or 
indioncreeknaturecenter.org. 
Smithsonian Exhibit and 
I c;t (\ n r I I 7 r: ,. + 
See the opening of The Smithsonian 
Museum of Natural History exhibit 
"Listening to the Prairie-Farming in 
Nature's Image." Guest speaker Liz 
Garst lecture "Peace Through Corn." 
For details, call 563-652-3783 
or jacksonccb.com. Sun., Sept. 8, 2 
p.m.-3:30 p.m. HURSTVILLE INTERPRETIVE 
CENTER, 18670 63rd St., Maquoketa 
Siouxland Prairies 
P~. t r~n Prpr-nnt 
See early museum images of Sioux City's 
prairies that covered the area. Recent 
photos will show where pre-settlement 
vegetation remains, providing a living 
history for those who later want to 
see it firsthand. Sunday, Sept. 8 from 2 
p.m.-3 p.m. SIOUX CITY PUBLIC MUSEUM, 
607 Fourth St., Sioux City. Learn more 
by calling 712-279-6174 or go to 
siouxcitymLJseum.org. 
1 oin a naturalist to discover nature 
with your preschooler. Enjoy stories, 
sharing time, nature exploration and 
art activities. Snacks provided. Program 
is for 3- to 5-year-olds and an adult. 
To register, go to the West Des Moines 
Park and Rec site https:/ /reconline. wdm-
ia.com/Start/Start.asp or call 515-222-
3444 for reservations. Fee. Mon., Sept. 
9, 6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. at SOUTHWOODS 
PARK, S. 39th and Mills Civic Pkwy, West 
Des Moines. 
r:,.. lnvnl\lorf 
The Iowa Prairie Network website, 
iowaprairienetwork.org, has 
an up-to-date activity calendar 
with detailed maps to help find 
Iowa Prairie Heritage Week 
events. Go there to find out 
about rain cancellations, get 
event details and learn more 
about prairies. 
:l 
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WOODBURY /PLYMOUTH COUNTIES 
Hike the ridge of a Loess Hill prairie 
and search for blootning wildflowers. 
From Memorial Drive in Sioux City, 
turn right onto Talbot Road and travel 
north and west. Frotn Hwy. 12, turn onto 
Talbot Road north of Stone Park. The 
preserve is on the right. Contact: Dianne 
Blankenship at 712-255-3447 or dianne. 
blankenship@gmail.com. Mon., Sept. 9, 
6:30 p.m.-7:30p.m. at M OUNT TALBOT 
PRESERVE IN STONE STATE PARK. 
Tour a Native Seed, 
:li oPI:2 1 ,.. 
THE PRAIRIE FLOWER is a native seed and 
plant nursery located between Spencer 
and the Iowa Great Lakes. On Sept. 10 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., take a riding tour 
of some of their 10 miles of trails through 
prairie plantings and native prairie on 640 
acres. Learn about native plants and seed 
collecting. For details, call 712-262-
5864 or prairieflwer@evertek.net. 
1775 280th St., Spencer. 
Take a guided walking tour to see the 
many native plants used in beds and 
parking islands on campus. Meet by the 
south entrance to Building One. Offered 
Tues., Sept. 10, and Thurs., Sept. 12, 
noon to 1 p.m. DMACC URBAN CAMPUS, 
1100 Seventh St., Des Moines. Contact 
Inger Lamb at 515-250-16 93 or 
ingerlamb3@MCHSI.COM 
0 0 
t" J I n AfP-
Learn more about STRIPS-Science-
based Trials of Row crops Integrated 
with Prairies. Discover how small prairie 
plots in strategic areas can improve 
water quality, soil conservation and 
biodiversity on ag lands. Speaker Anna 
MacDonald studied bird response to the 
STRIPs at Neal Smith National \iVildlife 
Refuge for her Master's research, and 
will give a project summary. Contact: 
annalynnmac@gmail.com Tue., 
Sept. 10, 6 p.m.-7 p.m., MADISON COUNTY 
EXTENSION OFFICE, 117 N. John Wayne Dr., 
Winterset. 
Readin9 on 
+ o Pr;:~ ie 
Bring your 
favorite passage 
of prairie 
literature or a 
piece of original 
writing with a 
e er 
prairie focu"' to share at "A I .ittle Reading 
on the Prairie" hosted by The Center 
for Prairie Studie-.. at Briar Cliff 
Univero.;ity. Dress for a short hike to the 
prairie and bring a lav .. n chair. Meet at 
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY'S SIOUX CITY 
PRAIRIE northeast entrance at 6:45 p m. 
on Tues., Sc>pt. 10. Rain plan is to meet in 
the A~si~i Room in the St. Frttncb (enter 
at Briar Cliff University. Contact Ryan. 
Allen@briarcliff.edu 
A ~imilar event will occur in Ames 
Thurs , Sept 12 at the ADA HAYDEN 
HERITAGE PARK SHELTER, 5205 Gt and 
Ave., it om G-8 p.m. For more. contt~ct. 
Deb Lewis. 515-294-9499, dlewis@ 
iastate.edu or Erv Klaas, eklaas@ 
iastate.edu. 
d 
PLYMOUTH COUNTY 
Bill and Dotty Zale., are hosting thE'ir 
annual Seed 'n Feed seed collecting 
party \~.:ith a BBQ at 7 p.m. Bnng 
clipper-;, garden glove.;; and water. Rain 
date: next da). \Yed., SE'pt. 11 . 4-8 p.m. 
at 15384 North Ridge Road, WESTFIELD. 
For details, call 712-540-0952. 
AT BRUSHY CREEK. WEBSTER COUNTY 
Help the DNR Prairie Resource Center 
restore Iowa prairie by harvesting seed 
All ages welcome. Call or email Bill 
Johnson at william.jahnson@dnr. 
iawa.gov or 515-543-8319. Meet 
Wed., Sept. 11. 5 p.m. at the DNR PRAIRIE 
RESOURCE CENTER, Brushy Creek State 
Recreation Area, 2820 Brushy Creek 
Road, Lehigh. 
set Ht.< 
JONES COUNTY 
Join county conservation staff on a 
relaxing sunset prairie hike. Contact 
Michele at 319-481-7987 to pre-
register by 4 p.m., Sept. 10. HAMILTON 
AND TAPKEN PRAIRIE, 16639 60th Ave., 
Onslow. ·wed., Sept. 11, 6-8 p.m. 
O'BRIEN COUNTY 
Celebrate Ada Hayden (1884-1950), one 
of Iowa's conservation heroes, Tues .. 
Sept 10 at 7 p.m. at the PRAIRIE HERITAGE 
CENTER. 4931 Yellow Ave., Peterson. For 
details, call 712-295-7200. 
te 
SIOUX COUNTY 
T c1kc a guided prairie wildflower hike at 
Dordt's 20-act e reconstructed prairie 
St,trt near the soccer field parking lot. 
For detail" email jeff.plaegstra@dardt. 
edu or Rabert.OeHaan@dardt.edu. 
\\eel . ~ept. 11. 7-8 p m. Dordt College 
campus, Sioux Center. 
·~·cat Lon 
HARRISON COUNTY 
Test your identification skills on five 
different ridges of the LOESS HILLS STATE 
FOREST. Prizes given to the winning 
groups Fri .. ~cpt. 13 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
For more contact Brent.Olson@dnr. 
iawa.gav or 712-456-2924 Loess Hills 
State Forest, 206 Polk St., Pisgah. 
e 
Take a free walking tour of the 
arboretum prairie. MEET AT THE 
PAVILION. Get directions and details at 
thebrentanarbaretum.org, or contact 
Lee at 515-992-4211. Fri., Sept. 13, 
3·00-4:30 p.m BRENTON ARBORETUM, 
25141 260th Street, Dallas Center. 
lntroductlon to 
I ., ..... ns 
The workshop (8:40 a.m.-12:20 p.m.) 
begins with a field trip to 30 acres of 
native plantings and restorations south 
of Grinnell. Learn what to consider when 
restoring or planting prairie, such as 
moisture, sunlight, vegetation present 
before 1850, soil type and plants native to 
your county. Return to Grinnell to hear 
about transforming cropland into native 
habitat. Meet in the parking lot at IOWA 
VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE GRINNELL 
CAMPUS at 123 Sixth Ave W at 8:40a.m. 
Register by Sept 6. Course# ENV 1002 
002. $8. To register, visit iawovalley. 
com or 1-800-284-4823. For more, 
con tact jardan.Scheibel@iavalley.edu 
I 
or 641-269-2208 
Colle t Se 
ge 
JASPER COUNTY 
Help collect prairie <:.eed at NEAL SMITH 
NWR from 9 a.m to noon Sat., Sept. 14. 
The seed helps restore refuge prairie. 
Fot more rontact Megan at megan_ 
wandag@fws.gav or 515-994-3400. 
Neal Smith National Wildlife Refuge, 
9981 Pacthc Street. Prairie City. 
Sylvan R 
• 
L MONONA COUNTY 
Sec late-blooming wildflowers and hike 
onto the ridge. Bring a picnic lunch 
and then optionally head to Crawford 
County to visit prairie cemeteries. If 
raining, the walk is cancelled. Sat., Sept. 
14. 9:30-11:45 a.m. SYLVAN RUNKEL STATE 
PRESERVE, 178th St. and Oak Ave., west 
of Castana. For more call 712-255-3447 
or dianne.blankenship@gmail.cam 
a r 
CRAWFORD COUNTY 
Spend two hours touring one or more of 
five prairie pioneer cemeteries in Crawford 
County. Meet at 1 p.m. in front of the 
COURTHOUSE IN DENISON on Sat., Sept. 
14. For details, contact Glenn Pollock at 
402-203-5789 or pallackg@cax.net 
n. 
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COST: 
LODGING: 
• www.iowodnr.gov 
~ 641-747-8383 
WHAT TO EXPECT: ~~~~B:ii 
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Imagine you're in Council Bluffs in 1803. The more astute might say there wasn't such a place until1804 when Lewis and Clark dubbed the loess htlls overlooktng 
the Mtssouri River tn honor of their meettng with the Otoe tribe. Others might 
point out that unttl1852 it was sttll known as Kanesvtlle But dtsregard the 
ttme-travel and related conundrums and imagine staring out over the platns at 
the new Loutstana Purchase. Americans at that pmnt dtdn't even know what they 
dtdn t know about the land stretchtng west to the Rocktes and beyond. 
That is a close approximattan of how I sometimes feel about health There 
are days when I am absolutely awed by what we know about our bodtes and 
health for example the human genome proJects. But then there are days when I 
thtnk that Clark and Lev.. is (After 210 years I think he deserves top btlltng at least 
once) knew more about the 828,000 square miles of the purchase at the outset 
than we do of our bodtes now. 
Take bactena. Do you remember the movie: The lnvoswn of the Body 
Snatchers I Well according to new research. our bodtes have been tnhabited by 
hundreds of mtcrobtal spectes that number in the tnlltans As tt now stands, for 
every ·human· cell there are 10 mtcrobes. But just like ALF and Mark. many of 
these alien beings are helpful. friendly and cooperattve. while others are benign, 
and a few hosttle or pathogemc 
The name of thts field of study is called "microbiome:· and some are referring 
to it as the "second genome projece 
For the most part. we've treated all bacteria with equal disfavor. Our goal was 
to wipe them out Even our lextcon refl.ects our disgust with what turns out to be. 
tn many cases. our ally. To ttp toe around thlS verbal land mtne. I will transform 
the letters of a common fecal-related slur to create an anagram-thcs. But were 
you aware that thcs is now being harvested from donors with certatn traits and 
donated" to tndtvtduals wtth certain health needs' Such microbtata transplants 
involve taktng matter from the digesttve system of a healthy person and 
relocattng tt to the digestive system of others to treat a range of chronic disease 
It wtll be eons before we fully understand the relationshtp between our health 
and all microbes. but the early evidence tndtcates that getttng out of hermettcally 
sealed envtronments and tnto the woods offers more health benefits than we can 
tmagine In the future some prescnpttans may tnclude sotl from the loess hills 
mLXed wtth creek bed clay tree bark and moderate amounts of ratn and sun. 
Speaktng of sun. new studies of multtple sclerosts have nottced skyrockettng 
Lncidence of the dtsease tn Iran since 1979 when the Iranian Revolutton 
retnstated use of the htJab covenng. A theoretlcal explanatton for the sevenfold 
increase Ln MS focuses on the decrease Ln sun-tnduced vitamin D. I have written 
on the health benefits of sunltght and vttamin D. but at that time was not aware 
of these fatrly shocking numbers They help emphasLZe the tmpact nature or 
lack thereof has on our health. In discusstng that data with Dr Patricta Qutnlisk. 
our state epidemiologist, she advocates a dose modifying proviso. That LS, she 
recommends both sunltght and sun screen to remtnd readers that too much of a 
good thing lS tn thts case also related to sktn cancer. 
T' M LANE is a natlonally recognized authority on public health and 
physical actlvity. In October. he will become president of the Iowa 
Association for Health, Physical Educatlon. Recreatlon and Dance. 
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GOT A QUESTION? 
SEND TO : AskTheExperts@dnr.iowa.gov 
I it ain't broke, 
I f you have ever seen a bald eagle's massive nest up close, you can easily see that they build one of the largest nests 
of all bird species in North America. 
With the recent nest 1nove of the world-fatnous Decorah 
eagles, there has been much squawking that bald eagles 
move or build new nests simply because they enjoy building. 
According to those in the know on eagle nesting habits, this 
myth is for the birds. So after investing so much time and 
energy constructing these immense stick structures, why 
do eagles build new nests when the old ones appear intact 
and functional? 
According to wildlife biologist Stephanie Shepherd 
and survey leader Katy Patterson-both coordinators for 
the DNR's bald eagle nest monitoring program-several 
hypotheses may explain the nest tnoving phenomena: 
1. •rni nn n.c ... ~·+n Shifting nests assures cleanllness. An old 
nest may have gained parasites that are attracted to the eagle's food 
or the eagles themselves. 
2. I 0 .......... +j nr If the eagle pair is not 
satisfied with their current "neighborhood" they may move to a 
location that better serves their breeding and foraging purposes. 
Generally these alternative nests will be somewhat close to their 
old nests. For example, the Decorah eagle's new nest is roughly 350 
feet from their old nest. 
3. ln.,.+ 4= • • • If the nest failed for varying reasons, including 
the integrity of construction, the eagle pair may build a new, more 
structurally sound nest. 
4. r r If one of the eagle pair has perished, the 
remaimng partner will pair up with another eagle and the new pair 
may build a new nest together. 
5. According to the Decorah-based Raptor Resource 
Project, in most but not all instances, bald eagles will have more 
than one nest in their breeding territory. Doing so keeps a nest in 
reserve in case one is destroyed. 
Learn tnore about the bald eagle nest monitoring progratn 
at www.lowaDNR.gov or contact Katy Patterson or Stephanie 
Shepherd at 515-432-2823. For more about the Raptor 
Resource Project visit www.raptorresource.org. 
_,. ,. 
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Blue herons stand sentinel along the shores of the MisslSSlppl Rlver and lts 
backwaters Flshlng lS good along the warm water bmls of the Cordoba Nuclear 
Power Plant-both an eerie and awesome sight OPPOSITE PAGE: Take a break 
from the day's actlvltles on the Rock Creek Manna and Campground Cafe patlo. 
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TOP PHOTOS, CLOCKWISE: 
Captain Chuck Jacobsen 
lets young Sam Hoff of Des 
Moines take the wheel of 
the Blue Heron for a few 
mlnutes. jacobsen narrates 
the relaxlng crulse Wlth 
de talls of area history 
and ecology A flock of 
cormorants line an Lsland 
of silt. sedlment that has 
washed lnto the nver from 
smaller rivers throughout 
the Mldwest School 
groups often VlSlt Rock 
Creek for paddllng on the 
backwater slough. 
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Upper Mississ ippi River National Wildlife Refuge, on a 
bayou of the Wapsipinicon River. 
Around this base, the fishing is strong and the duck 
hunting is excellent. Its facilities provide basic supplies in 
the camp s tore and a bare-bones cafe where you can get 
biscuits and gravy on a Styrofoam plate in the n1orning 
and a frozen pizza later on. Seven cabins (more like 
wooden tents) ring the 85-site campg round. 
You won't stay closer to the rive rbank wildness, deeper 
in the murk, than he re. 
To get a handle on th ese backwaters, le t Chuck 
Jacobsen guide you from the h elm of Blue Heron Eco 
Cruises, free flat-bottom boat rides through Clinton 
County Conservation Board leaving every Thursday night 
from the Rock Creek docks (except in winter). 
Jacobsen highlights the his tory and ecology of these 
green-gray waters, colored by siltation due primarily to 
row-crop farming. 
"We've tamed the river considerably," says Jacobsen as 
he pilots the Blue Heron through the bayou, toward the 
main channel. He sings a ditty from the musical Showboat 
as he passes trees with exposed roots, erosion caused 
by boat traffic, and a copse of woods that' s home to a 
few pecan trees, poss ibly planted by Robert E. Lee on a 
scouting mission in the 1800s . 
But mostly the riverside woods are silver maple, with 
some cottonwood, locust and other bottomland pecies 
that can stand wet roots. Poison ivy wrapped around 
tree-trunks blazes red in fall. 
Blue herons stand watch on the shoreline at regular 
intervals, the ir s lender bodies like lines delineating 
one hard-fought territory from another. This flyway, 
known locally as Shriker's Slough, is jam-packed during 
migratory seasons, overwinte ring both fish and birds. 
The air is peppered with coots, ducks, white egret and 
cormorant with serrated beaks and no oil in their feathers 
so they can dive fast. 
Jacobsen points out turkey vultures, the river's 
"sanitation engineers." 
"They take care of everything above the waves," he 
says. "If we didn't have them out here, this river would be 
a stinky mess." 
There are more birds on the river than ever, he notes. 
"We've got more pelicans, osprey, herons, eagles and 
cormorants than we've ever seen. It's pretty awesome that 
these birds are recovering the way they have in our lifetime." 
The Blue Heron passes a sprinkling of river islands, 
one with a mussel beach. Some of these beaches are 
manmade, formed by the muck from dredge machines in 
the 1800s (dredge is now ferried out). 
You can camp on any of these refuge lands free of 
charge, or just glide by in the Blue Heron on the first 
night of a long weekend. 
A place with a past 
The Upper Miss is wild as it ge ts, but the hand of 
humanity is ever discer nible. The Cordoba Nuclear Power 
Plant looms over Pool 14, pulling in river water to heat 
into steam and energy. The original intention was to then 
cool the water in lagoons within the plant, but J acobs~n 
says due to a design flaw the heated water is now released 
into the river in bursts via a tube large enough to drive a 
VW bus through, and monitored by a plant biologist. (The 
cooling lagoon is now used to raise walleye that offset fish 
losses due to th e plant's presence). 
It's a little intimidating at first s igh t. Strangely, though, 
the boils of warm water make the habitat even more 
interesting. The water doesn't freeze in winter, so bald 
eagles pull up and wait for fish, which like to mill around 
the warm spots. 
The nuclear plant isn't the only eyebrow rai er. 
A few decades ago, a company spilled concentrated 
ammonia that made its way underground, contaminating 
groundwater and turning some area watersheds into 
superfund s ites that haven't been completely reso lved. 
"Rock Creek has its histor y," says DNR fisheries 
biologis t Scott Gritters of the clean-up efforts, a 
partnership with local conservation gr oups, the USDA-
NRCS and the company now called Hawkeye Chemical 
(it's changed hands over the years). "But we've done 
some really po itive things in this area. We alleviated 
some of the environmental problems and we've built 
huge wetlands." 
All this attention, though its roots unfortunate, has 
introduced habitat that's especially good for ducks. 
"Whenever you have a smaller tributary entering a bigger 
one, you get an a semblage of animals using the mall stream 
and its corridor," say Gritters. "Ivluch of Rock Creek and 
the surrounding area is managed for wildlife. Areas that are 
managed for wildlife will have more wildlife." 
Gritters says th e fish are safe to eat for most people. 
The problem watersheds remain pretty confined, with 
remedial action till underway. 
Rock Creek's Park Officer Brad Taylor says the whole 
area i open to public hunting and fishing. "If there's an open 
sea on, there's a place you can hunt it in this vicinity, .. he says. 
"Thi pool gets really good crappie. walleye and catfishing." 
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Lost In Iowa 
Taylor is ,1 durk hunter. and ~ays Princeton \\ ildlill' 
l\Ianagcnwnt At <'cl ts tdcal for that. 
Familie" hke to h.mg out in tlw 30-foot-dl'ep, tlear sand 
pit area an os.:., the channel. where the\ can park a boat 
and '\\\' 1111 clll d,\\ 
Rot k Cteek'..., ceo center. new in 2012. host<- fun 
altt\ tltls, ...,uch as turtle race'>, guided canoe tout \\ith 
naturalbh or hay rack riclt's. 
In \\ intl'r, the l'CO-ct•ntcr renh ..,no\\ shot's and cro...,s-
rounlt\ skh 
ri 1ilizPd pursuits 
\Ia} be) ou're not an angler or a hunter. but you travel wtth ont>. 
Drop them off at Rock (reek and head 15 milt• ~outh 
to Le Claire, home to Amerzcan Pzckers, some great dining 
joinh. plu" solid main-,treet hopping Or drive north 
to abula, Iowa·.., only island town. acre ible by a thin. 
rock\ jett} that seem" to tran port j ou to a different Io,a,·a 
altogether 
~lcmorabilia litter" the wall.., in~ abula's Bombfire 
Pizza· a canoe over the bat, decoy.:; on -helve . menu-; 
enca...,cd 111 old album covet..., Thts i the dream of Tom 
Holman. who opened the place five \ear ago following a 
t areer in con truction management out \H''\t. 
\1u -ic floats from Bombftre·..., door on a fall night: 
an impromptu Jam on banjo and upright piano If the 
ambiance 1" fascinating. the food i even better orne of 
the produce comes ft om the farmers ~itting at the bar-
ma} be pa\\ paw':> one '" eek, tomatoes and pinach the 
next. You won't find such fresh and inventive ingredient 
combination ~ on perfect thm cru t for miles around 
(Holman built the wood-fired oven him elD 
After, you might head to the Korner top Ice C. ream 
Shoppe to ~ample it (amous twi t cone, mixed by hand, 
\\ htch lure'> fan.., from mile~ around 
A block away, the Castle B&B doe~ the arne "It's the 
best place to sit on a porch and watch the river," ~ay., a 
woman leaving Bombfire with her friend who visit here 
ever} year from out of tate 
In Bombfire, the banjo plucks on, and the piano bangs 
in time to a wampy river mystique. 
"It'~ the wild life of abula, man." muse Holman, pas mg 
out free slices of watermelon from one of the farmers. 
The wild life at Rock Creek Manna i of a different 
kmd, but altogether it makes for a wide-ranging long 
weekend of entertainment. whether you're the c.;porting 
kind or just lookmg for a new place to wander. 
River guide Chuck jacobsen points the Blue llnon 
off the main channel and into a quiet slough to return 
to the docks 
"You can only get a sense of wi lderness when you get 
out 1n the right place..,," he sayo;;. 
The water turns to glass on this shady patch of 
back,a,.ater that feels, at sunset, like the right place indeed. 
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TRIP NOTES 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER ECO TOURISM CENTER. low a's big fi~h 
lurk in the 8,000 gallon c~quarium on the '>ite of Ro( k Creek 
f\larina & Campground You can r('nt canoe~. ka} ak"' or 
stgn up for the guided l'1 uises aboc1rd tlw Blue Heron. 
Cunp "tore '-'ellc;; \\hat vou forgot .tt home, order some grub 
at the utf6 (hot breakfast through late ntght ft ozen pizza->). 
563 259 1876; cltntoncounty Ja.gov/ Page/ Conservation.aspx 
PRINf~TON WII nl )J=J= MJ\NAG~= hAI:"JT A ....... A If you're here 
to duck hunt. you have to hit thb place. Nearly 1,200 public 
an e.., ol mosth \H llancl habitat managed for deer, turke}, 
squ1rrel and duck.., by the D R. 563-357 2035; iowadnr.gov 
BLUE HERON CRUI<::~:s . Free, public sunset cruise 
eH·ry Thur~day eH•ning out of Rock Creek Marina & 
Campground at 7 p.m . May through October Saturda} 
mornings at 9 a.m. untd Labor Da} Catch the crui..,e on 
the night of a full moon. and your guiCl<>. Chuck jacobsen, 
will even pla} guitar and sing on a moon!tt cruise 
563-259 1876. 
BOMBc•oc Pl77t \\rorth the drive. but allow about an hour 
from Rock Ct eek to make It (,Iuten lree n ust available. 
563-249 8688; bombfiresabu/a.com; 516 Pearl Street. 
KORNER STOP ICE CREAM SHOPP Soft serve' 563 687-3013. 
FnFN ''A' u :v qEc' ,,-E f 1ve mile of trails, an observation 
tower. swinging bt iclge, cabinc;; and camping, near Baldwin. 
563-673-2021. 
C - EN •c• APJn \Alii - : M" • A Gr:MENT '\PEA Eight 
mile outheast of Bellevue. 3. 500 acres of mar h, timberland 
and even interconnected lake.., below the mouth of the 
Ylaquoketa River. open for hunting. fishing, trapping, canoeing, 
birdwatclung, snowmobiling, ICC-fishing and more. iowadnr.gov 
MANIKOWSI"' PRAIRIE STATE PRESFPVE Large t limestone 
prairie remnant in Iowa. with portions open to public 
hunting. Northeast of C1oose Lake, 180 acres. 563-847-7202. 
BICKELHAUPT ARBORETUM. Fourteen-acre outdoor 
museum of tree , shrubs. ground covers. perennial 
and annuals. Open daily, free, in Clinton. 
563-242-4771; bick-arb.org; 340 S. 14th St. 
R't..~GMI:CK MARS' Northwe t of Calamus, 260 
acres of prairie grass and wetlandc;; used primarily 
for birding and bird hunting No service" on site, 
but boat ramps, campgrounds with electrical and 
~hower hou...,e..., at both \Yalnul Grove and ~herman 
Park, 1warby on the \Yapsi River. 563-847-7202 8 
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Sabula is Iowa's only island 
town and is home to Bombfi.re 
Pizza, a sensory overload with 
melodramatic and gaudy art on 
the walls and amazing pizza on 
the plate. Owner Tom Holman 
built the wood-fired oven. 
Paddling is the best way to 
explore the Mississippi River's 
backwaters and sloughs. 
Rock Creek Marina's 
new eco-center opened 
in 2012 with an 8,000 
gallon aquarium. 
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CLINTON COUNTY 
* @ MCANDREWS 
WILDLIFE AREA 
• Lost Nation 
• Toronto 
Wheatland 
.........___.....__,__ . . 
Calamus 
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COUNTY . Dixon 
• New LLberty 
SABULA 
• Delmar (72 MILES NORTH OFAND(J\IER IN JACKSON COUNTY) 
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P t 'lle ~RAIRIE • 
• e ersvL •JI{ 
Goose Lake Bulgers Hollow 
• Welton • SixMile• § 
..... f"'\ 
• Elvira 
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• DeWitt • Malone §·===;~,:?'"" 
• • Low Moor Camanche 
Gambrill• e 
r::< McCausland ~ 
• Donahue 
• Plainview Princeton 
• Blue Grass 

or wou, Lt mLght be a cold, clear 
aufumn mornLng, ~our bLrd dog 
holdLng a hard poLnt. Maybe fre~h December 
snow. with that big buck trotting through the funnel 
point you identified scouting lac;t month? Or do you prefer 
gra~ November skies and a northwest wind a<:;} ou coax 
do\\ n a high flock of mallards? 
[ach weather-punctuated memory takes you back. 
A lot of time and effort goes into a successful hunt. Yt>t 
weather plays ac; much a role as all your preparation. 
Ho\v about before the season? l\ Ionths, sometimes 
years, before you step into the field, woods or marsh, 
untold hourl:i of planning, planting, partnering, surveying, 
banding, telemetry and data crunching went into 
providing that resource for you. And usually, weather 
holds the trump card there, too. 
As your fall hunting seasons approach. take a look at 
what goes into providing those memories. The numbers and 
prospects change year to year, of cour-;e. Over the long term, 
though, two key words remain: weather and habitat. 
Pheasant Outlook? Down Again 
Hunters saw a welcome "bump'' in pheasant numbers last 
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fall. ~ot th1s year. Hen pheasants that made it through 
yet another winter"' ith :~0-plu.., inches of snow began 
nesting in the wettc>st April on record in Iowa. One of the 
coole'>t, too Not good news for a species that depends on 
dry. warm springs for a good hatch ''\\'e are not looking 
for August roadside counts to go up," warns DNR upland 
game research biologist Todd Bogenschutz 
An 18 percent hike in pheasants tallied last year in those 
roadside count c; foretold an increase in roostc>rs taken. 
Indeed. post-season estimatec; c;how hunters harvested 
158,000 pheasants in 2012, up from 109,000 the year before. 
This comes against a backdrop of past years' har vests. 
routinely more than 1 million birds. However, they 
c.1me m da) s of bettC'f wc>ather and much better habitat. 
Management of Iowa's favorite game bird relie heavily 
on available habitat and moderation of weather extremes 
felt in the last decade. Computer models of weather and 
pheasant facts feed a pretty accurate forecast. 
For this year:> 
"The harvest will most likely be down," aclmih 
Bogenschutz. "Pheasant populations have never 
increased following winters with 31 inches or more of 
snow." Add in this spring's weather pattern with five 
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very similar years and Bogenschutz points to drops in 
pheasant counts ranging from 13 to 51 percent. 
All this plays alongside a second s tage-the push and 
pull of high crop prices versus quality habitat for upland 
wildlife in Iowa, a state with only 3 percent of its land in 
public ownership. 
Probably the most important habitat and soil 
protection program available, the federal Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) pays landowners to idle 
cropland and restore native grasses, wetlands or trees. 
However, each year, large swaths of habitat r evert back 
to cropland. This year, contract on about 100,000 acres 
of CRP expired. It remains to be seen how many were 
re-enrolled or were taken up by new contracts. Throw 
in the two-year battle over a federal Farm Bill, and the 
waters remain murky for conservation programs. 
Still, there are several bright pot for Iowa 
landowners who want to irnprove their wildlife, soil 
retention and water quality prospects. 
Besides the annual CRP s ignup, several continuous CRP 
prograrns are out ther e. Just approved is allowance for up 
to 50,000 continuous acres through the State Acres For 
Wildlife Enhancement, or SAFE. The special designation 
eliminates competition with other states. The specific 
purpose is to enhance habitat for pheasant recovery. 
A g rowing partner these days is Pheasants Forever. 
The non-government organization r ecognizes the need 
for n1ore quality habitat in Iowa and a dirninishing federal 
outlay. Pheasants Forever works with landowners to 
enhance habitat on their ground, in proxin1ity to public 
acres. The idea is to expand those public "islands" of 
excellent habitat through private investn1ent to create 
larger areas of pheasant friendly cover. 
Waterfowlers Face Varied Prospects 
Aero s Iowa, Canada geese are tallied during helicopter 
survey in April. Biologists list pairs and presun1ed non-
breeding groups on 320 random square tnile sections. Data 
i scaled up to provide a statewide estimatc-7 4,000 this 
year. Though lower, it s till fall within Iowa' population 
objective of 70,000 to 110,000 honkers. 
While abo ut two-thirds of the Canada geese we see 
are homegrown, most fall ducks n1igrate out of the 
Prairie Pothole nesting region. Surveys fron1 those vital 
breeding areas in Canada, the Dakotas, Minnesota and 
Montana are done closer to the sea on. HL avy late spring 
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pr<'cipitation thet e will play against near record or record 
duck bn edmg numb<. rs from 2011 c1nd ~012. 
Expect local numbers to drop this fall Blame flooding. 
"l: ears hke 2013 emphasize that upland nesting habitat 
is critical." underscores D\R \\aterfowl b10logist Orrin 
Jones. "Nesting began here when w,tter !<'vel" wet eat or 
close to drought<. ondtllons Ho\\eH r. our \H'ltec;t \pril 
and Ma} on record d<'...,troyed neo.,ts in lo\\-l}ing habitat." 
Duck.., require a clo .... er look. 1 wo survey'> arc Oown in 
May acro...,s 10 north C<'ntral lO\\a countte..., l'he earl} r-.. l ay 
counts ... bowed mallard numbers above average but wood 
ducks shghtl} below long-term le\els Late in the month, 
that eye m the sky showed below average numbPrs for nearly 
all spec tes. l'.xpect local duck numbers to fall this year. 
"I \\ ould rate 2013 nesting conditions here as below 
avcragt' to poor," explatns Jone'->. "Efforts to cons<'rve 
breeding \\aterfowl in lov.a should focu..., on acqutring a 
real diversity of habitat and providing properly placed 
nesting ">tructures " 
Deer Herd Levels Off; 
S ill Plenty of Opportunities 
There is no wildlife species discussed more across Iowa than 
deer. Love them. I late them. Shoot them. \Vatch them. They 
eat some crepe;. \Ve eat them Everybody has an opinion. 
Whttc-tailed deer thrive on Iowa's row crop and woodlands 
mix and lack of hunting pressure in urban areas There are 
as many deer here now as before European settlement. But 
numbers have declined m the la">t few year">. 
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fho"e numbers are monitored by a combination of 
indtce..., Th<' yeat-to-} car harvest, obviously, ts one. A 
rt'\ amped spring <:>pot light surve} pia}..., a major ro le in 
S<'lting future s<·ason"> and quotas A voluntary bowhunter 
ob...,en ation program and the state'" annualt oadkill 
report are also factors 
It b<·come..., a balancmg act. Hunters a1 e Iowa's pnmary 
deer management tool Hov~ev<>r, wildlife officials don't \\ant 
to see too many deer taken. or see hunters leave the sport 
\\hen "orne opportumties dimimsh lleacltng into the 2013 
season. the same basic choices for licensC's and seasons are 
available. However, you will likely see fewer deer. 
"In 2002. 2003, Iowa's deer herd \\as finishing up a 
15 or 20-year run of growth. It outpaced the public's 
acceptance," sa}') Tom Litchfield, deer project biologist 
for the DNR County-specific antlerless lags had been 
offered sparingly in the few years prior. fhe lid came 
off when the DN R was instructed to reduce the herd to 
mid-to-late 1990s levels. 
Antlerless quotas multtplied. Extra seasons were 
established. The li st of parks and urban management 
hunts went from a dozen or so to 80. Antlerlcss deer have 
been in the bull's-eye to reduce the number of does-and 
the fawns they would bear several months later. 
~ince then. indicative of lower overall number~. the 
harvest has dropped In 2012-13, hunters took 144.510 
deer. By comparison, Iowa's peak harvest was 170,408-
acljustccl for compliance-in 2005-06. 
This year, 3,950 fewer tags will be offered in six 
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southwest counties. Other co unties will maintain 2012 
quotas. Sti ll , hunters seem to be voting with their wallets, 
buying 17.3 percent fewer antlerless tags in 2012. At the 
same time, the harvest of bucks increased by 8.6 percent. 
Part of the drop came from lower antlerless quotas 
in eastern Iowa counties, e limination of the N overnber 
season and a week trimmed fron1 the] anuary season. 
"I believe the remainder was hunter r eaction to the 
epizootic hemorrhag ic disease outbreak, and reacting to 
fewer deer overall," says Litchfie ld. That drought-fueled 
EHD outbreak left 3,000 deer known dead, a fraction of 
the number that actually died from the disease. 
Long term? Litchfield points also to Iowa's depredation 
program, where landowners work with wildlife biologists 
to remove pockets of extra deer, usually farm by farn1. 
A big part of the success there is in removing "resident" 
white tails, especially through the early weeks of the bow 
season. By Decembe r, larger numbers of hunters in the 
shotgun seasons push deer across miles of rural landscape. 
You will see fewer deer again this season. Yet with the 
prospect of a trophy buck ever-present, and with seasons 
s tretching across nearly five months, Iowa's reputation as 
the top whitetail trophy s tate remains intact. 
Turkeys: Overlooked in the Fall? 
Come April and May, Iowa's gobble rs are the outdoor 
cente r of attention. More than 45,000 hunters h arvested 
10,565 bearded turkeys this year. Corne fall, dates run 
alongside long-popular pheasant and archery deer 
seasons. As a result, the big birds are overlooked. Many 
October and November hunters only add a fall turkey tag 
"just in case." The fall harvest is usua1ly under 1 ,000. 
Yet with an estimated population of 150,000 to 200,000, 
turkeys are an inviting option. This fall, expect a mixed 
bag. Heavy rain and flooding this spring will pucsh poult 
counts down. That is countered by 2012 holdovers. 
"Reproduction in 2012 was up 21 to 69 percent, depending 
on the region," recalls DNR forest research biologist Todd 
Gosselink. "Increased numbers from that excellent hatch will 
provide great adult fall turkey hunting." 
The most dratnatic management, of course, was from 
the 1960s through the '90s, when wild turkeys fron1 other 
states or trapped within Iowa were relocated throughout 
the state. As this na tive species was re-established, 
hunting zones, seasons and license availability expanded. 
Iowa's turkey flock is monitored through reporte d 
harvest numbers, th e summer poult survey and a 
fall bowhunter observation survey. Unlike the more 
popu lar spring season, wh en gobblers are the goal, 
fa ll hunters can take a bird of e ither sex. Research 
indicates up to 10 percent of the population could be 
harvested with no negative impact. Harvest has been 
nowhere near that thresh old . 
Hotspots for the fall season include the traditional 
stronghold of limestone bluffs, oak-hickory forest and 
turkey-friendly c rop fields in northeast Iowa. Hunters 
who "look west," though, will see strong numbers in the 
Loess Hills in western Iowa, and fewer hunters. 8 


Dubuque Count) 's \Yhite Pine Hollow-the second 
largest of Iowa's 91 state prc·serves. Dedicated in 19G8 
and designated a ational Natural Landmark in 1972, it 
hosts the largest remainmg ~land of nati\e white pine in 
the state. along \\ith more than 500 specie" of vascular 
plants and ...,onw 100 pecie.;. of bq oph) tes (mosses, 
liverworts and hornworts). More than 90 species of birds 
summer here Numerou" mammals al..,o call the preserve 
home. includtng the rare southern flying ... quirrel. the 
secretive bobcat and six "rwcie..., of bah A place of 
rarities from our prehistoric past. \Yh ite Pin c Hollow a I so 
hosts ome ke Age relics. including the pleistocene snail 
and flowering northern monkshood. both of which are 
li ted a federally endangered. 
An Alternative Experience to our State Parks 
Unlike our state park . White Pine Hollow's more than 700 
acre don't offer a managed landscape. mowed areas with 
shelter houses. picnic tables and marked hiking trail" 
"Places like \Yhite Pine Hollow Preserve are very 
important to the public to give them an alternate 
nature experience to that of a state park," 
say DNR ecologi t John Pearson. 
The preserve offers small parking 
areas located along the east and 
south ides. JJiker-; need to 
White Ptne Hollow's 
diverse flora and fauna 
tncludes the worm-eattng 
warbler. which primarily 
feeds on insects. and the 
northern monkshood. which 
gets its name from tts distinct 
hood-shaped flowers 
become familiar with a 
topographical map 
of the area 
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before entering. Otherwise it might be easy to become 
lost. The meandering creek and its tributaries do offer 
recognizable land marks. and deer trails offer <;orne of the 
better looting for hiking through the rough and uneven 
topography. \Vhite Pine Hollow offers the closest thing 
to a wilderness experience in Iowa, with the center of 
the forested preserve located about a half-mile from 
urrounding agricultural lands. 
High Schoolers Save A Forest 
According to Kevin Koch in his book Skiing at 
Midnight-a Nature journal /r01-n Dubuque County 
Iowa, "the Dubuque ll igh School Nature Club set out 
to -;ave the white pine..,, for while they had survived the 
railroad's clearing, their worth was again tempting in the 
money-strapped Depression era. The Nature Club led a 
county-wide fund drive and in 1934 purchased 80 acres 
of forest. The Nature Club's leader. biology instructor 
Ross \V. Harris. built a cabin in the woods to serve a a 
learning station for students interested in conservation. 
Boy Scouts and other groups still used the cabin until 
a squatter burned it down by accident in 1972, 
and took along with it a quarter-acre of timber, 
including seven white pines." 
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DNR ecologtst John Pearson (left) and independent 
researcher and biologtcal consultant Bill Watson 
examtne a square research plot at White Pine Hollow. 
mettculously identifytng and tallying every plant withtn 
Numerous unique and rare snatls calls the preserve 
home. tncluding the ice age-relic pleistocene snail 
(resttng on Lincoln's head). a young upland pillsnail 
(below the head) and the quick gloss snail. One of the 
most frequently identified species at White Pine Hollow 
is the brown-headed cowbird. which is partially to 
blame for the decline of the cerulean warbler. 
OPPOSITE PAGE: An American toad. 
ktng of White Pine Hollow. 
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The core of the preserve 
was acquired from 1935 
to 1937, and additional 
parcels were added in 1942 
and 1964. The richness 
of White Pine's flora has 
long been recognized 
and the area is commonly 
used as an outdoor 
classroom for university 
botanical courses as well as 
mammalian studies. 
Geological Treasure 
The preserve's deeply 
dissected bedrock-
dominated topography 
lies along the eroded 
• 
edge of the Silurian Escarpment, and along the western 
edge of the Paleozoic Plateau landform region. Located 
along the western edge of Dubuque County, it is just 
two miles northwest of Luxemburg. The terrain features 
numerous rock outcrops, slump blocks, towering cliffs, 
sinkholes and caves. Its cool north-facing slopes create 
a micro-climate more typical of northern Wisconsin 
and Minnesota. And it is here where the endangered 
pleistocene snail-a relic of our ancient history-finds its 
home along these algific talus s lopes. Springs run pretty 
much year-round through the cool wet preserve. 
The "hogback" is a lofty and impress ive landmark 
formed by the meandering creek, perhaps thousands 
of years ago. A "rock city" of mass ive slump blocks 
occurs just northwest of the hogback, and the deep 
valley created by Pine Hollow Creek is joined by three 
significant branches which drain the rest of the preserve 
into the Little Turkey River. The preserve's highest point 
is 320 feet above its lowest elevation. 
White Pine Hollow has been called a relic forest 
because northern flora survived here-in an island of 
wet, cool shade-while disappearing e lsewhere as the 
climate warmed, following the retreat of glaciers. 
Namesake White Pines 
"There are two sub-population of white pine within the 
preserve," says Pearson. "Little patches form background 
populations along the uplands and along the cliffs, and 
a econd population can be found along the fl at uplands 
in the outheast corner of the preserve. We think this 
eco nd population spread to the area after clearing 
by early settlers, which 
was soon followed by 
abandonment. The second 
population doesn't seem to 
be reproducing-perhaps 
due to foraging by deer," 
says Pearson 
However, the other 
patches are reproducing, 
but only where reduced 
competition from other tree 
species and ample sunlight 
is available, along the 
steepest cliff-sides. Native 
white pine is s lowly being 
replaced by hardwoods-
most notably sugar maple. 
The largest white pine in 
the state also resides here, and all of the oldest pines 
date back to about 1870, Pearson adds. 
Where Beauty and Science Meet 
On another gorgeous day in early April, I meet Pearson 
at the east parking lot. It's a cool morning, with 
temperatures in the 30s, and a brisk wind causes us 
to reach for our jackets, before hiking in. We will join 
Bill Watson, an independent researcher and biological 
consultant. We hike down the remains of an old access 
road. Unused for more than a decade, "the roadway had 
been cut out of bedrock during the days of the old Iowa 
Conservation Commission," says Pearson. "Used for 
several decades, the roadway was eventually deemed 
unsustainable and thus abandoned." The old roadway, 
although badly eroded, offers a steady foot-path to the 
creek below and the interior of the preserve. 
When we reach the creek, several s tepping stones 
offer a careful but dry crossing as we continue onward. 
The old roadway then levels out, and provides a smooth 
pathway, although we must occasionally climb over 
downed tree . The creek winds back to meet the trail, 
where we reach another crossing, and a series of 
stepping stones again provides a way to cross, letting us 
keep our feet dry. Finally the old roadway climbs a steep 
hillside where we meet Watson, who ha already located 
the corner- takes of a research plot to be surveyed. 
Watson and Pearson begin working the plot together 
to resurvey the herbaceous flora in the 12 permanent 
plots with in the pre erve. The outline of each plot is 
divided into a quare meter, and all plants within each 
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plot are identified and meticulously tallied. I quickly 
realize that I am watching botanical science at its best. 
Watson completed a survey of h erbaceous flora in 
the same plots exactly 10 years ago. "The plots were 
originally established by Dr. John Pleasants of Iowa 
State University in the 1980s, says Bill Norris, a former 
professor at ISU who now teaches at Western New 
Mexico University. Norris currently directs preserve 
survey activities. "Hopefully, Watson and I will be able to 
re-survey these pl ots in another 10 years so we can once 
again analyze for change in diversity, composition , etc. of 
these plants," says Norris. 
Home for Unusual Birds 
In 1995 a research project by No rris and forme r DNR 
employee Lisa Hemesath to gather information about 
the biodivers ity of Iowa's forest ecosystem, re lating 
bird species diversity to landscape characteristics and 
vegetation type was conducted in northeastern Iowa. 
The r eport noted that "more unusual songbirds were 
observed at White Pine Hollow than any other s ite during 
the study." Un us ual sightings included worm-eating, 
black-throated g reen, Canada and cer ulean warblers. 
Challenges to the Preserve 
OAK TATTERS-In the spring of 2006 a study established 
a very strong 
correlation between 
the oak tatters disease 
and chloroacetamide 
herbicides. Oak tatters is 
affecting the preserve's oaks. 
Research indicates exposure frotn 
spray drift and rain causes an abnormal 
curling of emerg ing leaves when they 
unfold during spring gr owth . The 
white oaks then use stored starch 
reserves to create a new flush of 
normal looking leave , and the 
concern is how much reser ves the mature oaks 
have left. This agricultural herbicide is used to control 
grass and broadleaf weeds in corn during April and May, 
and testing of rain, air and leaf samples has detected its 
presence deep within the pre erve at this time of year. 
Oaks more than 300 years old may be threatened. 
MANURE SPILLS At lea t two manure pill have been 
formally r eported to the DNR and a third informally. 
Each pill sent a pulse of amtnonia-laden effluent through 
the preserve, killing fi h and many other organism 
along the way. The so urce of one spill was identified, but 
the othe rs re rnain unknown. 
COWBIRD PARASITISN-The cowbird i an 
opportunistic and para itic nester which 
lays its eggs in the nest of another usually smaller hos t 
species. When the eggs hatch , the young cowbird quickly 
outgrows its smaller nest-mates. Consequently, the 
young of the host bird usually perish, s ince they can't 
compete for fo od with the much larger cowbird nes tling. 
The Norris and Hemesath research notes "the effects of 
forest fragmentation was obvious due to the ubiquitous 
nature of the brown-headed cowbird: the cowbird was the 
most abundant bird species detected, found even in our 
largest fo rest tracts. It may be the fragmented fore sts of 
northeast Iowa act as population 'sinks,' habitat in which 
reproduction is insufficient to balance local mortality. 
Significantly, a cerulean warbler was seen feeding a young 
cowbird deep in the interior of White Pine Hollow. This 
ser ves as additional evidence that no northeast Iowa forest 
is immune to cowbird parasitism," notes the report. The 
insidious nature of the cowbird presents a clear challenge 
to northeast Iowa's neotropical bird population. No doubt 
the population is being severely impacted. 
If Iowa's state preserves ar e the crown jewels of our 
public lands, then this gem is surely among the biggest 
and brightest. My hope is that White Pine Hollow can 
meet its formidable challenges and continue to shine 
well into the futu re-for generations yet to come. 8 
Secretive mammals like 
the bobcat (left) and flylng 
squirrel inhabit the preserve. 
They are seen most often at 
dawn and dusk The stunningly-
marked yellow-throated vireo occurs 
ln good numbers ln northeast Iowa 
and may nest at White Plne Hollow. 
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blows through. 
As the hidden sun rises. red. shingle and pin oaks. 
backed by ea tern red cedars. sycamores and ash trees. 
are to the left and right. The wet leaves are vivid red. 
gold and yellow in the low light. The woodland is silent. 
but for the dripping of rain. 
Nick and ims peak in ""hispers They stay back in 
the dark areas of the blind so deer won't see them backlit 
through the side windows. 
The blind is set up to catch deer corning from the northeast. 
where turnips were planted by the ar enal. 'They'll stay under 
the foliage, unless it warm up," Nirns contemplate . 
"Don't worry," says Nick. "I'll count four legs and a 
head before I take a shot. My wife told me she is okay 
with my hunting. but not to bring in anything that has a 
face attached to it." 
Nick has light hair, fair skin and a cheery disposition 
that lights up the dark day. It's hard to believe he is a 
wounded warrior. The 42-year-old has a wife and a 2-year-
old and still serves in the Army as a senior paralegal 
non-commissioned officer at the Middletown Iowa Army 
Ammunition plant. 
The drizzle quiets to a fine mist. Cardinals and 
sparrows begin to chirp and anticipation builds for the 
possibility of seeing deer. Each of the four veterans in the 
\Vounded \Varrior hunt ha an any-sex deer tag. 
After receiving paralegal training at Fort Benjamin, 
Ind., Nick served in Germany, Honduras and in the 
former Yugoslavia until the 2001 call for war. His last tour 
of duty was in Iraq. 
" I learned to sight distance playing football," says 
Nick, as he watches a squirrel jumping from limb to 
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limb in a tree about 10 yards out. "Of all the animals I've 
watched. squirrels are my favorite," he says. "Did you 
know squirrels actually date to find a mate? He'll show 
her hi food ources and if he likes them. they mate." 
In response to the hunters' grumbling stomachs, 
thunder crashes in the distance. The wind picks up. 
"That' a dichotomy," says Nick. "I put out food to watch 
them. but then there' nothing quite like a squirrel pot pie." 
Nims touches Nick's shoulder. "There's a red-tailed 
hawk perched on the tree out of the south window," 
whispers Nims. Sure enough the hawk's gaze is fixed on 
Nick's quirrel and it dives for it. 
The rain increases. 
"My grandpa fished and hunted for small game," 
continues Nick. "But I wasn't introduced to hunting. I chose 
to do it myself. Look at that tree. Three thousand leaves and 
they all face different directions. Each limb is different. Hey, 
there's the squirrel. He made it." Nick noels as he speaks. 
confirming his belief the squirrel would outsmart the hawk. 
"The Army has been good to me. It is a community of 
its own. I had 18-month and two-year assignments to high 
stress jobs. I still love what I do and why I do it. But. since 
my daughter was born, I can't leave her with that same 
focus-that same tempo-and put my heart into it again. 
"We moved to Mu catine because of Mike (another 
wounded veteran at the hunt). I think of Mike as a 
brother from another mother. Mike and I went on a road 
trip to see his wife in Muscatine. T he place had a way of 
life, a combination of industry and agriculture. My wife 
and I would make Muscatine a stopover every time we 
went through. We decided it was where we wanted to live. 
"I had a couple of concussion impact injuries, which is 
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why I'm in the (Wounded Warriors) program. During my 
last tour in Iraq, an IUD blew up behind the truck I was 
driving. Lost two guys behind us. 
"I've h ad numerous other injuries. Your body breaks 
down. It's not made to carry 60 pounds of crap. Your 
knees, ankles, feet-they wear out. " 
The thunder builds in intens ity. 
"Nothing is going to be coming in thi rain, says Nims. 
"Ther e' nothing to motivate a deer to come out from 
under an oak tree." 
The two place everything in the blind as they found 
it, pack up and drive back to the annory. Con ervation 
officer Paul C. Kay, who made the Wound ed War rior hunt 
arrangements , has hot ch ili ready fo r the group. 
S T 1: \1 1: 
Steve, 43, has a weathered face with a cle ft in his chin, a 
mustache and intense dark brown eyes that look down a lot. 
At other times he locks into another person's eyes intensely. 
He keep hi cap on , goof off a lot and ha a self-
deprecating humor that is witty but har h. Constantly 
wiggling one foot under the lunch table and picking at hi 
finge r , teve mutters his story. 
"I join ed the National Guard when I wa 17 -a junior 
in Mu catine High School. It wa son1 e thing I wanted to 
do. My fan1 ily ha always been in the military. I wanted to 
serve my country also. 
"My parent s ig ned the consent fonn and I went to 
ba ic training. My un it was tationcd near Mu catine 
for two yea rs. Then I went into active duty in the Army 
for three year and got out. I joined the National Guard 
Rc 'Crves and erved eight 1nore years. 
G E T I t ' ' (\ I I : 'l 
To support the Iowa Fish and Game Conservation 
Officers Associatlon Wounded Warrior hunts, 
contact Paul C. Kay, DNR Conservation 
Officer, P.O. Box 27, Burlington, /A 52601 or 
319-759-0751. 
Learn more about the Wounded Warriors 
project at www. waundedwarriarproject arg 
To learn more about the Easter Seals' Iowa 
Rural Solutions or to make a donatlon, go to 
www.easterseals.com. Search for Iowa under 
"Connect Locally:· 
The blind is one of two 
constructed by the IAAAP for 
physically challenged hunters. 
The sidewalk allows those in 
wheel chairs access to the facility . 
"I wanted to continue to ser ve. I was sent overseas 
to Iraq after 9-11 happened. Then I worked as a guard-
volunteered for e nforced protection at the Camp Dodge 
gate. Worked third shift, for a year. 
"I was deployed to Fort McCoy for four months. 
Shipped to Kuwait and up into Iraq. Trained for combat. 
I was a truck driver from ] une 2003 to April 2004 in Iraq. 
Came home 04-04-04. 
"I tried to work, but couldn 't because of PTSD (post-
traumatic tress disorder). I have 70 percent PTSD, 25 
percent hearing loss from IEDs (roadside bombs) and 
5 percent knee disability. In all, I pent 19 years in the 
National Guard and Army Reserve. 
"I live back in Muscatine now, by myself. I've been married 
three times, but none took. My last wife said she couldn't deal 
with me anymore. Left me on our fifth anniversary. 
"I didn't hunt as a kid , but I hunted after the Army. 
I enjoy it. I'n1 g lad the Wounded Warrior program 
r ecognize our tours. In the service we're u ed to 
carrying a weapon and being on edge. Hunting i like 
that. The adrenaline rush. \Vhatever I fi h or hunt i 
put on the table. I'm living more like they did in the old 
day -eating off the land. I maybe pend $30 a month at 
the grocery tore." 
teve has everal tattoos. He talks about three of them. 
"The creatning eagle i holding a tattered An1erican 
battle flag ... American Justice. Iraq operation. Freedom. 
kull for face . The large mallet is delivering judgtnent 
and punishment. .. The barbed wire i about my third 
wife. When we divorced, I needed to fe~l pain. That 
probably doe n't make sen e. 
"I really enjoy the hunting experience. eating and 
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talking with the other people. They know me by name 
and the experience I've had. Call them up and I'm a 
human being-not a client or omething." 
"La t year it snowed for the hunt. I hot a doe," says Steve. 
"This morning we saw a flock of turkey , following each other 
in a line, not 30 feet from the lift blind " 
(: L J.\ ,, 
At age 36. Clay is a fit. tout man with a blank expression 
that only brightens at the mention of his family. His 
two sons and wife came with him to Burlington and 
are at the Pizzazz Motel. so the boys could swim in the 
morning. Clay sat with the other veterans over lunch, but 
interacted minimally. He uffers from constant migraine 
headaches, limited mobility and arthritis. 
"My dad started me hunting when I was a kid. I grew 
up in Marshalltown . I went to Wartburg College majoring 
in biology. I joined the Army when I was 20. I wanted to 
join the Army Special Forces after high school, but my dad 
made me a deal to go to college fo r a year and play soccer. 
"I wa in Intelligence. I was shot in the right shoulder 
while out hiking in 2003 in Fallujah, Iraq. In 2004 I joined 
Special Forces and went back to Iraq. During my third trip 
to Afghanistan. in 2010. I was shot down in a helicopter. 
There were nine of us in the helicopter. Four, including 
me. had head injuries. The pilot broke his back. The rest 
were banged up. The pilot did a tremendous job of getting 
that helicopter landed the way he did. He was a real hero. 
"I went through two years of cognitive rehab at Ft. 
Bragg, N.C. Had to learn how to talk. how to read. I'm 
retired from the Army now and am a stay-at-home dad. 
My sons are 3 and 9 years of age. 
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"We moved back home to Marshalltown last year. My 
wife was my high school sweetheart. We've been married 
15 year . Vve married right after I joined the service. 
"I haven't been hunting since I got back to 
Marshalltown. but I think I'll start again. \Ve didn't see any 
deer this morning. Back in the pecial Forces, I was all 
about weapon , and I have an extensive gun collection. I'm 
glad to have the opportunity to hunt today. especially on 
public land like this where a balance of it is left natural. It 
feels comfortable carrying a weapon and being outside." 
~111< E 
Mike's hair is shaved military tyle and he has a goatee 
and mustache. His face is serious. an expression 
embedded from ongoing physical pain. He uses a cane. 
"Nick was my sponsor when I came to Fort Carson. Colo. 
He and his wife April picked me up at the airport. That was 
two years ago and we've been friends since. 
"I was born and rai eel in Mu catine until I was 12 
years old. My parents got good jobs in California, so we 
moved and lived near San 1 ose for five years. Then we 
went back to Muscatine for a couple of years. 
"I met my wife Trish in 1995. She lived in Clarence 
in an apartment across the hall from my parents. We 
got married and moved to Tulsa for four years where 
we went to school. I was going to the partan chool of 
Aeronautics to be a pilot, but decided to join the Army 
in 1999 . We had a baby on the way a nd I needed a better 
paying job to suppor t a family than the school job I had. 
"I became a paralegal in the Army, just like Nick did. 
The Army tests you on a whole bunch of subject and 
then 
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there are things they think you would be good at. I was 
color-blind, so that took me out of some job possibilities. 
"They say you are this, that or the other, but if you're 
low enough on the totem pole, you're the 'hey you' g uy. 
"I worked in detainee operations in Iraq. If someone 
was grab bed in a raid, I was the pe rson they saw when 
they were taken to the base. I kept track of them. 
"My main injuries happened when I was leaving my office 
at Ft. Carson, Colo. I was hit head-on riding my motorcycle. 
My right knee was torn up pretty badly. I lost the kneecap 
and part of the femur and hit the back of my head on the 
pavement when I was thrown. It was a severe injury. 
"My short-term memory is bad. So are my balance 
and coordination. I do things slowly. I was medically 
retired from the Army in 2006 from a conglomeration 
of injuries over the years. 
"I'm primarily a stay-at-home dad and run a small 
farm-10 acres. The farm keeps me motivated to get out 
of bed-the animals don't feed themselves. 
"When I was retired I went bonkers the firdt couple 
of months. We moved out to the co untry into a big 
enoug h house with enoug h land to do what we're doing. 
We have chickens and sell eggs, we have dairy goats and 
my wife makes soaps and cheese . I love it, whether it's 
behind a desk or behind the steering wheel of the tractor. 
The more activity I do, the longer I can tave off the 
wheelchair. The type of injuries I have only get worse. 
"I'm in a reh ab program that allows me to have a 
tractor with hand controls. Equipment automatically 
attache when I back the tracto r up to it. The adaptable 
equipment i essential to our farm opera tions. The VA 
rehab office and Easter eals' Iowa Rural olution helps 
people be independent. I'm one of their ambassadors. 
I talk with people about how valuable this prog ram is. 
They bend over backwards to help people who need it. 
"I've been in Wounded Warriors for two years. I get to 
hang out with the guys who've been there and it is easy to 
talk with them. We need to take advantage of these programs 
so they will be there for the guys coming behind us. I've 
gotten to do a lot of neat things. I got to go to Alaska for a 
week to hunt bear. Iowa's program particularly does a lot. 
I couldn't go out hunting if it wasn't for this. 
"Trish. I don't know what I would have done without 
her these 17 years. Every morning she wakes up smiling 
at me. She's saved me from myself, one way or another. 
I was in a deep depression when I got out and she stuck 
with me. I co uldn 't have gotten out of that without her." 
During the afternoon hunt, Mike harvested one deer . .8 
History of the Conservation Officer 
Wounded Warrior Hunt 
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trapper at Hitchcock Nature Center. 
uddenly our quiet time is over. and we have incoming. 
In the distance and from over the valley, a sharp-shinned 
hawk descends rapidly toward us. With a blur of motion, 
he plunges from the heavens, wings folded. and rockets 
downward. \Vith well-practiced eyes and ear . Toll spots 
the hawk and reacts. He prings into action, positioning 
hi hand ' along cords that control the lure bird (a rock 
pigeon) and the bow-net with which he hope to trap the 
incoming assailant. Skillfully, and with perfect timing he 
gently drags the lure-bird towards the well-camounaged 
net. causing the winged predator to brake sharply and 
drop to the ground, no more than two feet from the 
bait. Toll's next tactic i , to 
gently tug on the pigeon's 
control cord, causing him to 
flop awkwardly. To a hungry 
and opportuni tic raptor. the 
pigeon's movements give the 
appearance of an injured bird, 
which hould be an ea y meal. 
The excited sharpie flutters 
above the pigeon and hovers 
a few seconds before again 
landing close to the baited 
trap. Toll causes the pigeon to 
flop repeatedly and the harpie 
again flutters briefly above the 
pigeon before landing next 
to him. Apparently realizing 
the rock pigeon is bigger 
than he is, the young hawk 
has re ervation . Toll also 
pulls the cord to a second 
trap nearby with a tethered 
case the bird is deceased when the band is recove re d. 
Every detail that Toll logs is eventually entered into the 
United States Geological Survey database con ta ining data 
on bird captures across the nation. The da tabase contain s 
more than 4 million records that document movements, 
longevity and mortality causes for North Ameri ca's 
migratory birds. This data helps monitor popula tions , se t 
hunting regulations for game birds, restore endangered 
species, study effect.:; of environmental contaminants 
and address i"sues such as avian influenza, b ird hazard s 
at airports and crop depredation. After the bird is 
thoroughly examined and all data logged, Toll c>x its the 
blind. At the <.'(_,nter of a clearing, he gently tosses the 
hawk into the a ir and the young 
sharpie is free to continue his 
southward journey. 
I 
Acquired in 1991, 
Pottawattamie County's 
Hitchcock Nature Center 
offers 1,268 acr es of prairie 
and woodland, located in 
the heart of the Loess 
Hills. T h is landform 
harbors some of the la rgest 
remaining prairie remnants 
in Iowa and provides re fuge 
for plants and animals found 
nowhere else in the s ta te. 
Toll initiated raptor counts 
during the early 1990s as a 
part-time activ ity, and in 2001 
full coverage began. He begins 
trapping the firs t week of 
eptem ber and calls it a s eas on starling. However, the hawk's 
attention is riveted on the 
pigeon. He has yet to spot 
noaUIIIII' nllV~IrS OVer a rOCk pigeon about Nov. 1, with red-ta iled, 
Coopers and s h arp-shinned 
hawks among the most 
numerous species captured. 
September is the big month for 
trapping accipite rs (primarily 
prey was a bit too large. 
attention to a more the starling-but everything 
changes when the starling 
screams an alarm-call. The 
sharpie turns his attention to 
the smaller, more appropriate-
appropriate-sized and Ls quickly trapped in 
a mist net. jerry Toll works to free the hawk to weigh, 
measure. band and assess general health. 
sized prey. The young hawk targets the starling, and in 
moment the mist net imprison the first hawk of the day. 
Although the juvenile sharp-shinned hawk is held 
firmly by the mist-net, he isn't badly entangled, and in 
moments Toll removes the briefly netted bird. 'Vith the 
young hawk securely in hand, he heads back to the blind 
to process data. Once inside, a well-practiced routine 
begins. The raptor's phy ical attributes are recorded, 
including beak, wing and tail measurements-along with 
the bird's weight and muscular condition and whether it 
is a hatch-year or adult bird. A leg is mea ured, and an 
appropriate-sized leg band is quickly fitted. Each band 
carries a unique number a long with mailing address, in 
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Coopers and s ha rp-shinned 
hawks.) Their migration generally subsides by the end 
of the month. although Cooper's hawk migra ti on may 
persist until the first week of October, when numbers 
drop harply. October is prime for red-tai led hawk, with 
juveniles migrating a couple weeks ahead of ad ults . 
Merlins (a small falcon of northern fores ts and pra iries) 
trickle through during the whole sea on and pe r egrines. 
Iowa's largest falcon pecies begin m ig rat ing around 
the fall equinox (about Sept. 22). Broad-winged hawk 
migration peaks the Ia t half of Septem ber wh en huge 
migrat ing groups called "kettles" are often viewed as they 
move southward, using up-drafts, or the rmals, from the 
h ills to keep them aloft and conserve energy. wainsons 
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The trapplng blLnd at HLtchcock Nature 
Preserve allows Toll and hLs assistant. Sandy 
Relnken to trap hawks and falcons without 
spooklng them. Thls lmmature red taLled 
hawk was captured and evaluated. with 
measurements turned over to the U.S 
Geological Survey for entry into ltS database. 
hawks, a western species more typical of neighboring 
Nebraska, usually migrate the last week of September, 
with completion by early October. 
To trap a hungry hawk or falcon, Toll uses two types of 
nets, along with lure-birds of two sizes. A spring-loaded bow 
net is anchored to the ground and baited with a tethered 
rock pigeon, while a second trap consisting of pole-mounted 
mist nets, surrounds the smaller tethered starling on three 
sides. Larger raptors like the red-tailed or Coopers hawk 
arc drawn to larger prey, while smaller birds of prey, such 
as sharp-shinned hawks and American kestrel prefer 
tackling the smaller starling. 
It's another day in the blind. Today, at the helm is Sandy 
Reinken, Toll's assistant. She discovered the Hitchcock 
Hawk Watch in 2001 after reading an article in National 
Wildlife Magazine about hawk migrations. She lives 
just five miles from Hitchcock. Reinken is a veterinary 
technician with many years of experience working with 
animals. To pass the time waiting for a hawk to enter our 
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airspace, she recalls favorite memories in the blind. 
"Anytime you catch a peregrine falcon, it's a special 
day." Another time "a turkey vulture landed and began 
running after a pigeon. The vulture was hopping more 
than running" and it was comical. "And just this fall I 
saw a bobcat appear at the edge of the clearing, where I 
watched it groom for a few minutes before moving on." 
Suddenly the peaceful olitudc is shattered with a 
hissing swoosh and a blur of motion as a red-tailed hawk 
plunges from the heavens, wings folded, descending with 
incredible speed, and coming, much like a heat-seeking 
missile. Reinken reacts, positioning her hands along the 
cords tha t control the lure bird and the bow-net with 
which she hopes to trap the incoming raptor. kil lfully, 
and with perfect timing she tugs the lure-bird towards 
the well-camouflaged net, causing the winged predator 
to brake sharply and drop to the ground. The hawk lands 
about five feet short of the lure-bird and the waiting 
net. Rein ken gently tugs on the pigeon's control cord, 
causing him to flop unnaturally, but the adult red-tail i n't 
buying it. Again and again she causes the lure-bird to flop 
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awkwardly, imitating the movemen ts of an 
injured bird, but the experienced, s u picious 
adult doesn 't take the bait. This goes on for 
several min utes . 
But whe n th e effor t appears a lost cause, 
an immature red-tail bus h-whacks the blind 
from beh ind, g lides past the indecis ive adult 
and drops so undly onto the lure bird. The youngster 
i within reach of the waiting net, nnd with a sharp jerk 
of the trigger cord-the trap is prung and Reinken nets 
him. The older and now even wiser adult red-tail makes 
a q uick get-away as h is younger and inexperienced 
counterpart flops beneath the confine of the bow-net. 
Reinken burst out laughing a the wi e old adult fl ies 
off. Toll oon joins he r a nd after they proces and release 
the bird, they celebrate the catch, in th e usual way, with 
a piece of chocolate. 
. ' 
'"' r- m ' 
vVhat drive Toll' love of hi banding work? 
"Banding raptor at Hitchcock i lower paced than 
Rein ken examines the wing pit of a 
red-tailed hawk where translucent 
skin reveals stored fat deposits. 
The amount of fat deposits are a 
general indicator of overall health. 
Various measurements are recorded, 
including beak Length, weight and 
general health, before they are 
banded and released. Appropriate-
sized cans are used to secure the 
wings, protect the trapper and calm 
the bird. Two 3-pound coffee cans 
fastened together ar:e used to secure 
the Larger red-tailed hawks. 
would occur at Hawk Ridge or Cape May, where large 
numbers of raptors are passing daily. There, it i tnore 
mechanical, processing raptors continually throughout 
the day. Exciting? Cer tainly, but not much time 
for introspection. At Hitchcock, we 
have exciting and busy days, but 
mostly we have titne to think and 
wonder and watch the clouds. 
When I ponder what we are doing, it becomes 
a humbling experience. The e raptors are 
traveling incredible di tance , ozne from the 
Arctic to South America, others from the 
boreal forest of Canada to the Gulf Coast. 
\Ve interrupt their journey, lure them from 
the ky to visit u briefly, and send them 
on their way. vVe become part of their 
venture and thu , they brcome part of 
ours. We vicariously travel with them. We cannot help the 
individual raptor in their journey but perhap what we are 
learning about them will help mitigate orne of the conflicts 
of raptor-hurnan interaction." 8 
Peregrine 
falcon 
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n April28, the Iowa Army National 
Guard's Alpha Company held its 
annual "Guard the Environment" 
volunteer mission. More th an 120 
recruits gather ed at Bi~ Creek State Park nor th of Des 
Moines to clean up trash while bu ild ing camarader ie, 
esprit-de-corps and teamwo rk. Wh en done, they fill ed 
three dumpste rs with garbage. 
One, soldier, howeve r, found something s pecial wh ile 
cleaning the beach near a fishing a rea. That's where 
Pvt. Nathan Swaim stepped over an old, wooden box 
deco rated with J apanese le ttering. 
"It looked like it was neatly placed , kind of pushed up 
agains t a fallen tree," says Swaim, a Marshalltown native and 
recent g raduate of Green Mountain Garwin High School. 
In side was a treasure trove of memories; the box was 
stuffed full of photos, letters, jewelry, si lk handke rchi efs, 
mili tary patches an d memorabilia from France, Belgium, 
Australia, the Philippines and the outh Pacific. 
"I kind of felt like a treasure hunter," says Swaim. It 
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was fitting that a young Iowa private would find this box, 
once belonging to anothe r young priva te , a World War II 
veter an and Iowa native, Darrell Evans. 
" It was such a surprise to find this time caps ule of 
his tor y tucked away, unde r some brus h, jus t waiting fo r 
a fe llow soldi e r to fi nd it and h e lp bring it h om e," says 
Linda King, DNR volunteer coordinator who ove rsaw 
th e soldie rs' vo lunteer e ffor ts. Once the box was g iven 
to King, sh e made it her mission to fi nd its owner and 
un ravel the mystery as to why it was le ft in a remote park 
a rea. First she d ried out the wet and m ildewing contents. 
"I was anxious to get information from the letters to 
find the family," says King, who quickly rifl ed throug h 
the contents to try and track down th e owner. "We all 
knew it was something ve ry s pecia l that had to get back 
to the family." 
Found ins ide were a few solid pieces of evidence , 
including a s mall newspaper clipping about a Pfc. Darrell 
Evans of Mad rid , who saw combat in France and Germany. 
From that 100-word blurb, King and he r team were 
able 
., 
back 
but 
been 
great, 
!ime 
• 
of his 
wasJo 
thj, bo 
der, Alpha 
ram, Iowa National 
and Klng, ONR volunteer coordinator, go 
through wet and mildewing contents of a mysterious 
box found minutes earlier during a Litter clean up at 
Big Creek State Park. The box itself is a war relic-it 
once held radio vacuum tubes for the Japanese army. 
The box was stuffed with Letters between brothers-
one stationed in the southwest Pacific and the other in 
Europe, along with war photos and souvenirs. How and 
why the box ended up in the park is unknown. 
able to initiate a furious ......... :..-., 
that Evans died in 1996. But they discovered 
daughter, Darra Kennedy, lived in Madrid. 
The box was given to Kennedy during a ceremony at 
Camp Dodge less than a month after the original find. 
"I know Linda went through a lot of work to get this 
back to me," says Kennedy. "I had no idea this existed, 
but the shock of finding the box 17 years afte:· my dad's 
been gone, and the location where they found it, is 
great," Kennedy says. 
Like many servicemembers who saw con1bat at that 
time, Kennedy's father never spoke about the war in front 
of his family. 
"I know he saw a lot of war, but he didn't talk about 
it. A buddy would come over and go upstairs and they'd 
spend hours talking Army, but we weren't allowed to go 
up there. We knew that was off limits:· she says. 
Unfo rtunate ly, all of Evans' World War II memorabilia 
was los t during an estate sale afte r his death, including 
this box. Any hope of pieci ng together what be did was 
"I hope 
basics, like where ne1n: 
what he encountered," says tantly, 
this will give her some insight as to who her father was 
as a soldier and as a friend during a horrible time of 
war. This is a gift." 
More than 20 letters were contained in the box-many 
be tween Evans and buddies he served with during the 
war. There were also letters fron1 his brother Dean, 
serving in the southwest Pacific. Through the lette rs, 
clues about Evans ' service are coming to light. One 
recalls a mortar barrage in Brest, France. The Battle of 
Brest, 1944, was one of the fiercest battles fought on the 
western front. Evans ' efforts in that battle helped the 
Allies to regain control of a key supply port. 
"I think I'tn going to learn a lot more about n1y dad and his 
younger days. I think it's all going to be very interesting." a 
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Anew online tool developed by the DNR is allowing hunters to get more out of their field experience-
long before opening day arrives. 
The Iowa hunting atlas is an interactive map showing 
the roughly 600,000 acres of land open to public hunting 
in Iowa. Aerial views allow hunters to zoom in on public 
hunting land, giving a bird's-eye view of how to get there, 
the lay of the land and general property boundaries. 
A click of a button shows basic information about 
the property, like zones and open seasons and shot 
restrictions, along with links to maps and other 
information. Hunters can even map how long a walk it is 
from the parking lot to their favorite spot. It's a valuable 
tool for both resident and nonresident hunters. 
Hunters can search by area name, county or desired 
wildlife species. The search will indicate whether the 
property is DNR managed, private land enrolled ln the 
Iowa Habitat Access Program or other public property 
The map is currently available on computers and 
tablets, but a version for mobile phones is in the works 
'This is current information at their fingertips, available 
24-hours-a-day that hunters can access to plan their hunt:' 
says Monica Thelen, who spearheaded the project for the 
DNR. 'The best way to use the atlas is to spend time gettlng 
familiar with it. Deer season is just around the corner so 
there is an opportunity here for hunters to find a new place 
to hunt public land using the atlas:· 
To access the atlas, go to iowadnr.gov/hunting. 
Before cold weather arrives, check for air leaks in weather stripping around windows and exterior doors 
by closing then1 on a dollar bill or a strip of paper in everal 
locations around their perimeters. If you easily can remove 
the bill (or it falls out). the weather stripping needs to be 
repaired or replaced. Also perform a visual check of everv 
~ 
weather ~trip, looking for cracked, deforn1ed or tnissing 
section"· -Iowa Energy Center, Ames 
Learn more home energy tips, proper sealing techniques and materials 
at iowaenergy.org 
n1n YOU KNOW A Va-inch air gap under an exterior door may seem 
lnslgnificant, but lt will let as much cold air into your home as a four-
lnch-diameter hole punched ln the waUl -Iowa Energy Center, Ames 
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early Grab always up for a challenge, 
-which is how e to own The Prairie Canary 
restaurant. Iowa's Best Bite Challenge, 
a nationwide effar fill an empty storefront on 
Grinnell's Main Contestants had to have a 
fully-imagined concept, projected revenues and 
costs and sample menus and endure a three-hou 
cooking, tasting and intervLew process. In the 
end, she walked away wLth $10,000 startup 
$15,000 in inventory. $10.000 in small wares 
(plates. glasses, silverware). three months f 
rent, a $5,000 branding package and free signage. 
The Graben name is synonymous 
with food and spirits across central 
Iowa, if not the state. early owned 
and operated Proof and Flour eateries 
in downtown Des Moines before 
deciding to "move in a different 
direction:· Parents jean and Paul 
Graben opened jasper Winery 
Newton in 2003-"described 
hobby that went astray"-.. ,•n 
Mason graduated with a 
viticulture and enology 
and wine science). W 
expanded and m 
Mason con"'u·tt: 
Madhouse 
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T he first time I felt like a real game warden involved a dead 
goose, an angry training officer, 
mud and an old guy in a lawn chair. 
As a newly hired conservation 
officer, I was paired with now-
retired field training officer Richard 
Bowman I had met him a few 
times before and he intimidated 
me. Though I recall him jokingly 
describing himself as "tougher than 
whang leather," it was his fierce 
self-confidence that intimidated 
me. Bowman wa5 confident he was 
always right, and in jest would boast 
he has never known himself to be 
wrong. (After getting to know him 
better though, I found that behind 
his bulldog-like demeanor is a great 
sense of humor and a big heart). 
On the morning of pheasant 
opener we got a poaching call from 
a local hunter The "Goose Shooter" was described as 
a gray haired male hunting from an island in a marsh 
closed to Canada goose hunting. We picked up a small 
johnboat and headed for the marsh. As we pulled into the 
parking lot, we noticed a rusting RV with Arizona plates. 
Bowman recognized it He had dealt with the guy before. 
From shore I could see Goo.:;e Shooter holding a 
shotgun . Decoys were s pread in the water in front of him. 
We launched our boat and slowly made our way out to the 
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island The mud from the bottom 
of the marsh churned just below 
the surface as the motor struggled 
through the shallow water. 
"Having any luck today?" 
Bowman asked as we 
approached. The man replied 
that he hadn't shot anything. 
While Bowman checked 
his license, I decided to have 
a look around. I was desperate 
to impress my training officer, 
so I walked to the other side 
of the island in an attempt to 
find something illegaL I noticed 
another decoy spread. "What 
a detective I am," I thought. I 
scoured the shore and cheered 
when I found blood on the 
ground. Though decoys and blood 
aren't illegal, I was positive I'd 
found important evidence. 
I burned back to Bowman and envisioned being 
praised for my skills. It didn't happen. 
"Your boat doesn't have registration on it," Bowman 
was saymg. 
"I know. I don't need it, I'm from Arizona," Goose 
Shooter said . 
Bowman told him that everyone needed registration, 
and ordered him to pack up. I pulled Bowman aside to te ll 
him about the blood and the extra decoy spread. 
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"If we look around this is land for a while are we going 
to find a dead goose?" Bowman asked him. 
"No," he replied. 
We left Goose Shooter to pick up his things and began 
searching. I squatted near the blood I had found earlier, 
and noticed feathers poking out from the branches. It 
was that moment that I felt like a game warden. I had 
found the goose! About five minutes later, Bowman found 
a loaded shotgun. 
We returned to check on the violator. Bowman's face 
turned red when, instead of picking up as instructed, we 
found Goose Shooter s itting on the ground with his dog. 
"Are you absolutely sure you didn't shoot anything 
today?" Bowman asked. 
"Well, maybe I shot a white-front, but the dog 
wouldn't retrieve it," he said. 
Bowman's patience had run dry. He told the man about 
the dead Canada goose, and explained the other violations. 
His head dropped. He knew he had been caught. 
Because the man was a non-resident, Bowman 
explained that he'd have to post bond for the citations. 
Bowman instructed him to meet us back at the ramp. 
"But I'm too old to paddle in this wind," he whined. 
'Then paddle to the opposite shore, and WALK to the 
parking lot," Bowman said slowly, enunciating each syllable. 
"I don't have any money to post bond and I'm not 
asking anyone for money," he said. 
I thought I noticed a little curl of smoke coming out of 
one of Bowman's ears just before he replied in an eerily 
calm voice, "Well then, I guess you will be going to jail." 
We put the goose and guns into our boat and began 
s logging our way back to shore. Well, Bowman slogged. 
The extra weight in the boat was too much for the motor. 
It groaned until the deep chocolate ribbon the prop had 
been spitting out disappeared and the boat came to a stop. 
Images of my field training officer sitting in wet, 
muddy clothes deciding what to write in my evaluation 
made me realize it was in my best interest to volunteer. 
"I can get out and push," I said meekly. 
"No, just stay there." Bowman stepped out of the boat 
and sank into the muck. Slowly, he pushed the boat, the 
guns, the goose and his trainee back to the ramp. 
Back on dry ground we sat in the truck fil~ing out 
paperwork. After a while it occurred to me that it was 
taking Goose Shooter a long time to paddle back to the 
ramp. He should have been there by now. 
"Um ... I don't think he is planning on coming," I said 
to Bown1an. 
"Huh?" 
"He's sitting on a lawn chair, reading a book," I said. 
"WHAT?" Bowtnan said through clenched teeth. 
Bown1an leapt from the truck and storn1ed to the ramp. 
"Hey! You come back to shore RIGHT NOW!" he 
yelled across the marsh. 
Goose hooter looked up placidly and called back. ''If 
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you want me you're going to have to come and get me." 
"If I come out there, you'll come back with handcuffs 
and I'll be hauling you to jail!" 
"You are going to do that anyway. Come and get me," 
he called, and went back to his reading. 
Bowman tromped back to the truck and got on the 
phone. He clearly wanted more help dealing with this 
man than his lowly trainee could provide. 
Neighboring officer Ken Lonneman and a deputy 
arrived 20 minutes later and set off for the island. Goose 
Shooter came back in handcuffs. There was so much 
weight in the boat that Bowman and Lonneman had to 
trudge through the mud shoving the boat carrying the 
deputy, dog, decoys, Goose Shooter and his book. 
A year later Bowman called to tell me he had caught 
Goose Shooter again, this time for hunting under 
suspension after losing his license for not paying his 
fines. To the dismay of the sheriff, he again refused to 
post bond, and Bowman was forced to take him to jail. 
The next morning he sat before the judge and spun more 
lies. The magistrate ordered him to post bond and pay 
his fine or stay in jail. Goose Shooter dug out his wallet. 
I don't remember what was written in my daily 
evaluation the day I found the dead goose, but I'm pretty 
sure my great discovery wasn't mentioned. It didn't matter. 
I'd experienced enough in one year to know that it takes 
more than finding a goose to be a game warden. 8 
Concrete: 
Iowa's Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving Association 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
515-963-0606 515·965-4575 
www.lowaconcretepavfng.org www.lowareadymlx.org 
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Find a volunteer project or post your own event at 
www.iowodnr.gov/ volunteer or call 575-242-5074. 
TRASHTOUC 
Ul RECYCLING TEAM, IOWA CITY - Group helps Hawkeyes recycle, compost 
The tu:f Lsn't the only thLng that's green about KlnnLck StadLum. SLnce last year. volunteers 
have aLmed to recycle and compost more at football games. "It's a massLvely collaboratLve 
effort:' says UnLversLty of Iowa recycltng coordLnator ErLc Holthaus. Volunteers and Delta 
Tau Delta fraternLty members help fans recycle bottles and trash at stadtum gates. lnsLde. 
fans and concessLons company Aramark compost food waste The next day, a crew of 
htgh school students and volunteers combs the stands for trash and now recycles more 
of what they flnd. BrLon Hurley. who led the recycltng charge. has taken the fleld both as 
a htgh school volunteer and as the Hawkeyes· ktcker Returmng to the Ul for sustaLnabLUty 
classes. he checked in on game day cleanup. "When I looked at the process. there was 
an opportumty there for fans to partLnpate more:· he says. Hurley worked with the 
unLversLty's Offlce of SustaLnabLllty, the athletLcs department and the ECO Hawk student 
group to start the effort, whLch aLms to divert 60 percent of waste from the landflll. In 
theLr flrst season. the team dtverted 
52 percent-that's 92,564 pounds. 
A waste audit examined trash 
cans to flnd what could have been 
recycled or com posted. gLving ideas 
for adjusting strategy Aramark LS 
already com posting at the Ul's Carver-
Hawkeye Arena. and Holthaus says 
some of these efforts may move there 
Ln the future. "For some fans recycling 
Lsn't something that naturally comes 
to them:· says Batlee McClellan ECO 
Hawk prestdent. "It's rewardtng to see 
fans recognLzLng our efforts and to 
know that we are helptng to tmprove 
recycltng educatLOn and practlces:· 
PRESERVING BIXBY 
EDGEWOOD-COLESBURG EIGHTH GRADERS - Class promotes preserve 
It all begLns WLth a sense of place. For Edgewood Colesburg eLghth graders. that's BLxby State 
Preserve After taklng a wnttng class that focused on thtngs around us we take for granted. 
language arts teacher Mtke Putz asked hts students to wnte about BLXby The students 
wanted to do more While weather only allowed a few class tnps to the preserve. students 
found other ways to get there The klds went home and told thetr folks to take them to 
Bixby;· Putz says. The etghth graders gave Btxby presentatLons to elementary ktds They 
intervtewed locals. put together short videos and orgamzed a commumty day at the preserve 
At Btxby Day, students gave presentatLOns and tours to adults and area preschoolers 
A slideshow and video welcomed people on arrLval. Cltnton County ConservatLon gave 
tnformatlon on wildLLfe and plants. and the Edgewood Locker provided lunch. "I learned that 
a school can bond a community together for the promotLOn and preservation of one of Iowa's 
most storied places. The students and staff at Ed-Co are rooted in the legacy of Bixby;· says 
Clinton County Conservation naturalist Bnan Gtbbs The project will continue wtth future 
eighth graders and may add science and social studtes elements Putz says that the ktds 
wan ted people to "know that thLs placets here and to cume out and enJOY Lt In the past. it's 
been trashed and vandalLZed and people havent always taken care of Lt Our klds came away 
WLth a sense of responstbtltty. to do what you can to promote and protect it:' 
RUNNING WITH 
PURPOSE 
GREEN RUNNERS, DES MOINES 
Running club leaves trails cleaner 
You can now add gloves and trash bags to the lLst 
of standard runnLng gear. Ttred of seetng trash 
on her runs. Des MoLnes fitness spedalLst Rachel 
Kautzky Scheib thought "I wonder what would 
happen Lf each person that ran this trall would 
pick up one piece of trash" So she created Green 
Runners. a club that meets Thursdays to run a 
new stretch of trail. stdewalk or park tn the Des 
Moines metro area and ptck up trash as they go. 
About 10 runners show up for the runs. collecting 
13 to 14 bags of trash each tlme. They once spent 
an hour cleamng up JUSt one Des MoLnes street 
corner People ptck up the pop cans and leave the 
rest for us:· says Kautzky-Scheib. notLng that she 
plans to start recycltng more of the trash they fi.nd. 
The oddest fi.nd so far? A bag wtth a dead fi.sh "It 
makes for a good story when you fi.nd somethLng 
dtsgusting;· Kautzky-Scheib says. "BeLng a part 
of this group is fun and rewardLng;· says Green 
Runner Tim ScheLb. "Come when you can and 
if you can't make a run you can do lt whenever 
you want The best part of thts group is after we 
fi.msh a run we can see how btg of a difference 
we have made We also can work up a great 
swear The group started in April2012 and has 
sprouted new groups tn Perry, Humboldt and the 
Waterloo-Cedar Falls area, wLth hopes to expand 
to more communLtLes Kids are welcome. too. As 
Kautzky Schetb s seen wLth her stepchlldren and 
niece taktng something that's not normally fun 
and maktng Lt tnterestmg makes it valuable for 
kids. 'They're learmng the importance of takLng 
pride in your commumty. she says. While people 
can learn about scheduled runs at facebook.com/ 
greenrunners Kautzky ScheLb encourages people 
to clean up wherever they are. "You don't need to 
be a runner to be a green runner:· she says. 
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